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Abstract

Robotic Process Automation (“RPA”) is a recently emergent technology that has exploded in
popularity as firms seek to capitalize upon the marketing promise of cost reduction and improved
efficiency. Yet, with this expansion of RPA, very little is known about the firms’ initial drivers,
perceptions during implementation, and how outcomes align with initial expectations. RPA could
displace and dramatically change the workforce, but it is unclear how employees will respond to the
continuing spread of RPA. This study seeks to fill that important gap in the scholarly literature with an
exploratory mixed-methods study. The first chapter is an extensive literature review of the emergence
of RPA. The second chapter, a multi-case study approach, helps to better understand the perceptions of
technical accounting staff, leadership, and information technology personnel who have directly
experienced RPA implementation in their organization. The third chapter is a survey of professional
management accountants to seek perceptions of how the continuing expansion of RPA will impact their
career and workplace.
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Chapter One: Rise of the Robotic Process Automation – A Literature Review of the Impact on Accounting
Processes and Firms

Search Methodology
This section presents the methodology of the RPA literature review. The goals of this study
included outlining the emergence of RPA in the scholarly literature compared to prior published
literature on the emergence of automation and identifying comparisons, including perceived risks to
practice and opportunities for further study. The ABI Inform database, Gartner, and Google Scholar were
searched using keywords including “RPA,” and “robotic process automation.” As the RPA research area
is emergent, additional searches were conducted using the terms “accounting automation,”
“automation,” “accounting and artificial intelligence,” “ERP and business process improvement,”
“accounts payable and process improvement,” “accounts payable and business process improvement,”
and “accounts payable and best practices.” Additional search terms related to the impact of automation
on employment in the professional management accountant sector included “automation and
employment”, “automation and unemployment”, “ethics and automaton”, “history of automation”,
“automation and accounting employment / unemployment”.
While the initial literature search focused on peer-reviewed journals, the search also extended
to practitioner publications and the media in order to incorporate practitioner perspectives of the RPA
emergence. Some results were excluded if they only mentioned RPA in as a secondary topic or were not
related to the needs of this study.
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Introduction
The purpose of this review is to synthesize the literature in the emergent robotic process
automation (“RPA”) domain, identify the research gaps, and summarize the needs for the proposed
study to gain an understanding of the RPA implementation impact on business efficiency in the P2P and
O2C cycles.
Practitioner publications and marketing collateral began citing the emergence of a new
generation of automation early in the 2010 decade espousing the benefits of software robots (Prangnell
& Wright, 2015). The new automation is now commonly referred to as robotic process automation, or
“RPA.” RPA are technology tools that use software robots to replace manual tasks and often interface
with multiple software applications and systems (Aalst, Bichler, & Heinzl, 2018). RPA’s ideal
implementation environment is one where high volume, highly repetitive tasks with minimal variation
for exception handling can be replaced by the software robot. As such, the most frequently stated
benefits for RPA are cost reduction from reducing manual labor and the reduction of transactional error
rates by replacing employees performing repetitive manual tasks with the software robots.
The highly-repetitive and low variation attributes of the “procure to pay” (P2P) function
common to virtually all organizations aligns well with the benefits of RPA implementation. A firm’s P2P
function includes several highly repetitive manual tasks such as receiving vendor invoices, matching
them with previously issued purchase orders, populating related invoice information into the general
ledger accounts payable module, and approving invoices for payment. An RPA software bot could
receive, scan, validate, and process the invoice for payment, while integrating with the firm’s general
ledger system, and process the transaction without human intervention.
RPA is important to both practitioners and researchers. RPA is important for practitioners as
firms in a competitive environment seek to reduce costs, improve organizational effectiveness, and align
2

their workforce with value-added activity and reduce or eliminate lower-value tasks that could be
automated. Practitioner publications cite examples of the potential for significant cost savings, such as
how one robotic implementation at the US Federal government could reduce 20,000 hours of human
labor time from Federal agency cash transfer activities (Mancher, Huff, Grabowski, & Thomas, 2018).
There is scant scholarly research connecting theory to practice while seeking to study the impact
of this emerging technology on business. The author asserts that while RPA practitioner publications
often state cost reduction benefits, RPA presents a significant opportunity for the study of
organizational effectiveness across multiple accounting cycles. Accounting cycles including the P2P cycle
(i.e., accounts payable), the O2C, “order to cash” cycle (i.e., revenue cycle or accounts receivable),
general ledger, payroll, and periodic financial reporting. Many of these functions are routine and
repetitive and could therefore benefit from increased transaction throughput and reduced error rates
from RPA. This paper will discuss RPA opportunities within the P2P and O2C functions. The primary
research questions of this study include:
RQ1:

What is the current state of RPA literature?

RQ2:

What are the most common themes in RPA literature?

RQ3:

What are the opportunities for further research?

Structure of the RPA Literature Review
The literature review opens with an abbreviated historical overview of automation, providing
the reader an understanding of the predicted impact and historical contributions of automaton on the
workforce. The paper presents actual outcomes of manufacturing automation and considerations of
how RPA, which is the first automation with potential impact upon the knowledge workforce, could
impact a different sector of employees for the first time (i.e., white collar workers).
3

The historical role of accounting in business is presented, followed by a description of the
Accounting Information Systems (“AIS”) discipline, and how technology has supported and changed the
practice of accounting as a profession. The paper then presents the recent emergence and rapid growth
of Robotic Process Automation (“RPA”) implementation, and how RPA compares to Accounting
Information Systems, and differs from prior automation in manufacturing and other business
automation.
The scholarly literature review of RPA’s impact on organizational efficiency presents findings and
claims in academic literature and an assessment of research opportunities in the P2P and O2C cycles,.
The theoretical frameworks of transaction cost economics and task technology fit are presented as a
linkage of RPA to theory. The paper closes with opportunities for future RPA research and comments on
the changing demographics of the population presenting a demand for future automation as baby
boomer generation continues to exit the workforce during a time of historically low unemployment.

Historical Overview of Automation – Growth of Automation and Employee Impact
A brief overview of the history of automation will provide a summary of automation
advancements and the perceptions and impacts of the advancements in automation. This overview will
highlight the early history of manufacturing automation and current technology automation in
consumer services, which will lead to a need for greater understating of the potential impact of RPA on
the white-collar employment market. Advancements in automation have increased firm productivity
and allowed firms to shift employees from lower-value manual tasks to tasks that provide a greater
contribution to the firm’s supply chain process. Automation has also provided many benefits to
employees, including increasing worker’s skills, with which workers can pivot to more complex job
functions and increase their productivity for their firm. On the other hand, firms may find a scarcity of
labor for the more complex tasks if they fail to provide the training needed for employees (Brown &
4

Keep, 2018). The worker also benefits from adding skills that increase their personal marketability for
job growth. While many automation proponents cite benefits of automation advancements for firms
and workers, naysayers of advances in automation have long predicted widespread unemployment and
economic calamity as a result of machines displacing employees.
Economist John Maynard Keynes proclaimed bleak predictions of the impact of automation. In
1930 during the Great Depression, Keynes stated the “growing pains of over-rapid changes” resulting
from increases in technology that improved production efficiency would also lead to vast
unemployment (Keynes, 1930). Although Keynes and others expressed similar sentiments around
automation and US automotive production in particular, the predicted calamity did not come to fruition.
As an example of automation’s beginnings in the automobile manufacturing industry, Ford Motor
company implemented manufacturing automation in a Cleveland engine plant in 1950. While the
Cleveland plant was never fully automated and continued to employ 4,500 individuals, it marked an era
of the beginning of technology diffusion through the manufacturing industry (Carlsson, 1989). Carlsson
went on to state that while changes in production as a response to the marketplace could continue to
operate sporadically, new assembly lines would cost less to fabricate and provide greater output as new
lines could be more easily reconfigured for other vehicles. Carlsson also noted the increase in
production may have offset the potential decrease in employee headcount, though he did predict the
construction of new plants, increasing the total number of plants, with increasing flexibility that would
result in smaller plant size. The apprehensions of automation did not result in widespread economic
turmoil nor increased unemployment (Autor, 2016) and manufacturing automation continued to evolve.
Autor did not cite the specific explanation for automation not exterminating the labor market, although
he did state that robotics raises the possibility for displacing workers in ways not seen before.
Prior predictions of dire consequences of automation were not fulfilled; however, the evolving
RPA technology will impact a different sector of the workforce and may result in different outcomes.
5

Frey and Osborne analyzed 702 occupations from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics in 2017, and
concluded accountants and auditors have a 94% probability of the profession susceptible to automation
in the next three decades. The “accountants and auditors” occupation was 589 of the 702 occupation
classifications analyzed, and was included in their high risk classification (Frey & Osborne, 2017) . Frey
and Osborne’s modern prediction appears to contrast to the actual outcomes of Keynes’ historic and
much-cited prediction. We know today that Keynes’ prediction of automation leading to widespread
unemployment and economic hardship on society was not realized (Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2018).
Keynes’ anticipated widespread unemployment did not occur, and the ongoing automation evolution
has not eliminated human labor. To the contrary, the ratio of employment rate of the population rose
through the 20th century as manufacturing automation also increased (Autor, 2015). The evolution of
robotic process automation (“RPA”) may present itself differently than prior automation.This is the first
time automation has the opportunity to significantly impact the skilled professional workforce, and
while automation has historically caused some employment obsolescence, automation will also
complement jobs and raise the value of the unique tasks performed by employees (Berg, Buffie, &
Zanna, 2018). Some research takes an opposing view such as Benzell’s economic modeling that predicts
the new generation of automation will result in a reduction in labor dollars spent by firms and a
corresponding decrease in employee income (Benzell, Kotlikoff, LaGarda, & Sachs, 2015). In another
dissenting perspective, Latham predicts consumer preference will drive how firms implement
automation, and the resulting impact of that automation on employment trends (Latham & Humberd,
2018).
The retail pharmacy is an example of how business has evolved with automation and Latham’s
study provides a valuable perspective of the consumer influence on business. His study reflects the
complexity of evaluating the potential impact of automation. Latham’s study notes the Pharmacist will
be a “displaced” job (Figure 1), a career where the value of the service is high, the skills are obsolete and
6

can be easily replaced with automation. While the mechanical process of dispensing medication into a
container does not require the advanced pharmacological and anatomical education a pharmacist
receives, the general public has cited a high level of trust in the pharmacy profession and values the
consultative services a pharmacist provides (Perepelkin, 2011). From another perspective, the
International Monetary Fund reported that automation would shift employees to new jobs rather than
increase unemployment (Bessen, 2015) which aligns more strongly with how the practice of pharmacy
has changed. Pharmacists are more consultative, and automation has supported the mechanical
process, allowing more opportunity for direct patient contact in retail pharmacy (Angelo, Christensen, &
Ferreri, 2005). Latham’s study provides an insightful perspective of the consumer influence; however,
the perspective appears to be limited to the consumer reflection on the value of automating only one
aspect of the consumer interaction. The consumer’s preferences driven by their decision-making
process have many more dimensions that should also be considered. Teare (1998) noted the complexity
in attempting to understand the impact of the many influences on individuals that affect a purchasing
decision including the consumer’s search behavior for product or service information, prior experience
with the product or service, the perceived risk from the product or service, and role specialization,
meaning if the decision-making process included others, such as family members. Research also
identified the customer’s emotional state during a purchasing decision impacted the customer’s loyalty
(Bloemer & De Ruyter, 1999).
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Figure 1: Professions Most Vulnerable to Automation (adopted from Latham)
A 2017 McKinsey study reported that currently only a small number of occupations can be
completely replaced with automation; however, at least a third of the functions within sixty percent of
current occupations can be automated (Manyika et al., 2017). The McKinsey report reflects that with the
continuing evolution of automation, occupations will evolve, requiring firms, workers, and policymakers
to adapt to the changing work environment as 400 million to 800 million individuals will need to change
occupations by 2030 due to the effect of automation causing extinction of their job function (Manyika et
al., 2017). The McKinsey report also reflected the three highest categories of job functions with highest
automation potential included: collecting data, processing data, and predictable physical functions.
These three functions align with task examples reflected in how RPA could substitute for human
processes in the P2P or O2C cycles (Figure 2).
8

Example

P2P

O2C

Collect Data

Receive vendor invoice

Receive customer request for
service

Process Data

Record invoice information in
accounts payable journal

Record order request in sales
journal

Predictable Physical

Manual populating A/P, invoice,
disbursement preparation

Manually record customer
request, prepare billing, invoice
customer

Figure 2: Task examples of how RPA could replicate human functions in P2P and O2C.
The academic literature includes voluminous historical manufacturing automation research,
reflecting hundreds of years of the predictions and impact of manufacturing automation. It is valuable
for the reader to gain perspective of the historical predictions and outcomes from manufacturing
automation presented above. However, the linkage of historical automation impact and RPA is
somewhat tenuous, as RPA affects “higher order” tasks undertaken by relatively skilled knowledge
workers. As Moffitt et al. lament, “…there is little if any academic research, in this area now named
robotic process automation” (Moffitt, Rozario, & Vasarhelyi, 2018) p1. The expansion of RPA has the
potential to impact the service sector and knowledge workers differently than manufacturing
automation or the prior automation technology that was limited to mechanical tasks in one system or a
single computer application.
Recent service sector automation research may provide a different perspective on the potential
impact of RPA on firms, workers, and the economic environment in comparison to the research on
manufacturing automation, for several reasons. Service sector knowledge workers have grown to a
larger proportion of the US workforce as US manufacturing production has decreased over time. The
9

organizational culture in a knowledge worker environment may be different than a manufacturing
environment, and the public are more accustomed to regularly interfacing directly with automation
technology than ever before. Contact with manufacturing automation was limited to the equipment
operators and maintenance personnel. In the contemporary service economy, the public has regular
contact with service automation and the expansion of RPA robots may be perceived as less of a threat
than the previously decried growth of manufacturing automation. Some examples of the public’s
contemporary interface with service automation includes ATMs in consumer banking and automated
telephone systems with voice recognition and response technology.
Service sector automation has been accepted by the consumers and did not negatively impact
service sector employees. The ATM deployment in the banking sector did not limit consumer banking
expansion. Other service sector automation such as telephone voice response systems are common and
accepted in everyday use by consumers. Deployment of automation in the service sector appears to
have supported growth in consumer banking, medicine, and customer service. The 2015 International
Monetary Fund report noted the increase in bank ATMs did not lead to a corresponding reduction of
bank tellers, but bank employment grew corresponding to ATM deployment from 1970 through 2010 as
banks could use the technology to reduce the cost of individual branches while continuing to open new
locations (Bessen, 2015). In medicine, pharmacy communications via automated messaging from retail
pharmacies to patients has become a standard form of patient communication for information and
prescription refills (Bones & Nunlee, 2018). Consumers are familiar with customer service automation of
voice recognition for telephone customer service and interactive voice response systems that recognize
customer voice responses and route calls based on the customer request. Interactive voice response
drawbacks include limited customer options on voice response systems that may not anticipate the
scope of the customer’s request, (Jorge-Botana, Olmos, & Barroso, 2015). These voice recognition
systems provided an opportunity to reallocate personnel resources to actualize an improved transaction
10

cycle time (Juang & Rabiner, 2005; Saberi, Khadeer Hussain, & Chang, 2017). The recent emergence and
acceptance of automation in society and the workplace may be a reflection of society accepting
changing technology at an increasing rate. Consumers may now be more welcoming of automation
changes at a faster pace than the earlier changes in manufacturing automation as the technology
innovation diffuses through business and society.
The perceived early resistance to automaton innovations during the growth of automation in
manufacturing may be solely related to timing. Manufacturing automation is common today, as well as
the service sector automation presented above. Katz et al.’s (1963) early research on the diffusion of
innovation theory noted that acceptance was a key attribute to the diffusion of innovation. Katz, et al.
(1963) considered the timing of acceptance of an item to be of particular interest. What the Katz study
reflected as the timing of acceptance in comparison to other individuals accepting a new innovation, we
may refer to as a technology adoption schedule. While much has been debated on the ethics of
employment elimination due to automation (DeCanio, 2016), more research is needed to quantify the
impact of RPA implementation on reduction in white collar jobs and organizational efficiency. In addition
to automation’s potential impact on employees and the economy, automation has had an impact on the
firm’s profitability.

Impact of Automation on Firm Profitability
Some scholars argue that automation provides firms benefit from the reduction of personnel
labor costs. Feng and Graetz’s (2015) modeling reflected reduction in labor costs, and their model
assumed any task could be replaced with automation. Feng and Graetz acknowledged the limitation of
their model, as it is unrealistic to assume every work task could be automated. The Feng and Graetz
model plots the cost of humans and machines for two examples: The worker/ machine “innate ability,”
which Feng and Graetz described as tasks requiring little or no training, and the worker / machine
11

“training intensive” tasks, which require a training investment by the firm (Feng & Graetz, 2015). The
models reviewed lack an expression for productivity, especially the return on training investment for the
“training intensive” tasks, for which the human worker will provide added production benefit and the
machine output may not be easily replicated across servers and installations. The study of the impact of
automation must include costs and benefits to more fully understand the net effect on firms and
workers. Graetz and Michaels (Graetz & Michaels, 2018) research on modern industrial robots in
manufacturing noted an increase in manufacturing machine density over time and noted the alignment
of increasing machine density to labor productivity. Graetz and Michaels state that there is
disagreement in the literature regarding the long-term impact on labor (Graetz & Michaels, 2018).
In addition to the examples of direct employee labor costs, automation will impact outsourced
services provided through contractual relationships. Firms have engaged outsourced services for cost
control, in part because firms can scale the level of service and firms reduce the burden of personnel
management and instead manage the contractual relationship while the vendor is responsible for
managing personnel who provide services. Outsourcing services have grown over time as a cost control
measure as firms can easily scale the level of service with the service provider to meet firm needs.
Outsourced services are not provided directly by a firm’s employees, but are a human service provided
by the employees of a vendor firm, and as such are subject to some of the same risks for accuracy and
costs, as well as additional risks related to contract management of a vendor firm. Automation presents
opportunities to manage the cost and accuracy risks of human employees, whether a firm’s own
employees or those services through a vendor.
Firms initially engaged outsourced services as a cost-savings for ancillary functions outside of a
firm’s core competencies, such as housekeeping and catering (McIvor, 2009). Everaert et al. (2010)
stated that highly specialized, non-recurring tasks such as legal services may be opportunities for
outsourcing routine; however, they noted recurring, high-frequency tasks that require specialized
12

knowledge of the firm’s business operations such as repetitive accounting transactional functions are
less likely to be outsourced (Everaert, Sarens, & Rommel, 2010). While Everaert notes that repetitive
accounting functions are less likely to be outsourced, Slaby stated the RPA emergence will threaten
outsourcing providers as a cost competitor that benefits firms by reducing the complexity of managing
an off-shore workforce or outsourced off-shore contractual relationship (Slaby, 2012). Outsourcing
industry acknowledges this risk and cites the complexity of measuring contractual obligations for
providers to institute and measure service delivery improvements with human workers, while
automated transaction throughput is much easier to quantify and report. The outsourcing industry does
reflect the potential risk of automation with bad algorithms replicating an error in many more far
reaching impacts than human workers (Burden, 2018). Those functions less likely to be outsourced fit
the description of tasks ideal for robotic process automation for cost savings and improved efficiency.
This section has presented the impact of automation on firm profitability from the impact of purchasing
capital machinery and the challenges of managing supply chain risk related to idle machines or a lack of
capacity to meet demand. The section also discussed popular models of firm labor costs compared to
automation and the potential to reduce outsourced labor costs with automation. The automation of
financial processes presents an opportunity for cost savings and productivity specific to a firm’s
accounting function. The technology tools to facilitate the transactional and reporting activity of
accounting functions are known as Accounting Information Systems, and opportunities for automation
within Accounting Information Systems led to the development of Robotic Process Automation.

Overview of RPA
This section will provide a brief overview of RPA to help familiarize the reader with RPA and its
distinction from Accounting Information Systems. This overview section also defines a business process,
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includes an example of an RPA process architecture and how that architecture aligns with a firm’s
vendor management process. The section that follows will present current RPA research literature. RPA
is distinct from Accounting Information Systems, and part of the distinction is evident in the name as
RPA is a type of process automation. A business process can span beyond a single technology resource,
individual, or department within a firm, and in fact, a business process can extend beyond the firm to
suppliers and customers. Shortly after the publication of Hammer and Champy’s Reengineering the
Corporation, business process reengineering (“BPR”) exploded for practitioners and researchers.
Kettinger and Grover’s seminal paper on business process reengineering used a broad definition of
business process, defined as related tasks using resources to achieve a defined objective (Kettinger &
Grover, 1995). Kettinger’s definition of a business process is broad, and Kettinger and Grover align with
Hammer and Champy as their intention was to convey the value of BPR by recognizing that a business
process extended beyond traditional silos of organizational departments and fiefdoms. As firms shifted
focus to a process perspective, firms realized they could increase efficiency and gain competitive
advantage through improved business processes (Sidorova & Isik, 2010).
The Business Process Reengineering movement changed how organizations approached
organizational efficiency. Prior to BPR, an organizational efficiency study for the P2P process might
include ceasing the matching of multiple documents, such as a purchase order, bill of lading and invoice.
While the example of removing one of these procurement documents from the matching activity might
improve the speed of unloading freight at a firm’s loading dock, it could create a significant bottleneck
with invoice approval or cash disbursements functions, as well as significantly increase purchasing risk
and treasury risk for a firm. A business process perspective of the procure-to-pay process would have
noted the example of removing the document matching function at the loading dock did not increase
the throughput of the procure-to-pay process, especially in the broader definition of a business process.
The change would have potentially created a larger bottleneck elsewhere in the process and increased
14

the firm’s risk by removing a key internal control in the procure-to-pay process. Kettinger’s research
stated ten principles of process change, two of which are important to RPA considerations: challenging
existing assumptions of organizational systems, and leveraging technology (Kettinger & Grover, 1995).
Kettinger and Grover’s principle of challenging existing assumptions aligns with RPA’s value
proposition of replacing high-volume manual processes with software robots, the process focused
nature of that change spans multiple systems and departments, and is not limited to a single software
application. The clear need to engage technology resources aligns to the technology engagement
principle. Kettinger’s other principles, such as managing the organizational relationships leading to
interdepartmental coordination, empowering individuals and being customer driven, and managing
resistance to change echo other principles from the Project Management Institute’s Project
Management Body of Knowledge and the software development life cycle.
Wroblewska et al. (2018) noted criteria similar to other RPA researchers, high-volume, repetitive
tasks with a low exception rate. They defined a business process architecture for implementing RPA with
unstructured data, such as vendor management documents:
1. Document Received – Document arrives to the RPA process and assigned a unique identifier,
2. Basic Processing – document classification and document identification, used to categorize
the document,
3. Process Path Selection – Document category determines the processing activities including
data extraction needs for next step,
4. Specific Path Processing – The document is processed based on configured specifications. The
processing path has two modules: Information Extraction, and Action, and
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5. Document Processed – Final stage where the document is marked as processed and finalizing
task is completed.
(Wróblewska, Stanisławek, Prus-Zajączkowski, & Garncarek, 2018). Table 1 reflects an example
of aligning Wroblewska et al.’s architecture aligned with a firm’s P2P process.

Table 1: RPA Alignment of P2P Task to Business Process
Business Process Architecture
P2P Activity
PDF invoice document arrives to an accounts
receivable email mailbox and the RPA system
assigns a unique document tracking queue
1. Document Received
number.

2. Basic Processing

3. Process Path Selection

4. Specific Path Processing

5. Document Processed

Document identified as an invoice, and RPA
extracts key basic data and tags metadata with
general ledger customer code and general ledger
expenditure code.
Process path activities are identified: The
document is routed to the procurement system
to extract specific invoice items and dollar
amounts.
Information Extraction Module: The procurement
system (SAP Concur, for example) extracts the
invoice information based on structured business
rules for invoice identification and processing.
Action Module: The RPA populates extracted
data into the general ledger accounts payable
module.
RPA posts data to the general ledger with a
return confirmation path to the subsidiary ledger.
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Table 2: RPA Alignment of O2C Task to Business Process
Business Process Architecture

1. Document Received

2. Basic Processing

3. Process Path Selection

O2C Activity

Customer submits purchase order document to
sales office. Alternatively, sales office initiates
customer sales order.
After goods shipped, firm billing module records
revenue and receivable on the customer ledger
and initiates customer invoice.
Process path activities are identified:
The document is routed from the sales system to:
Update the specific customer ledger
Update the summary, revenue, accounts
receivable, and receivables aging schedule
Export data for routing to the general ledger and
batch posting

4. Specific Path Processing

Information Extraction Module: The sales module
extracts the customer sales information based on
structured business rules for customer
identification and processing.

5. Document Processed

Action Module: The RPA populates extracted
data into the general ledger.
RPA posts data to the general ledger with a
return confirmation path to the subsidiary ledger.

Note that Table 1 does not restrict the example of the P2P process to a single department or
software system. Accounting transaction functions such as accounts payable transactions align well with
RPA’s key attributes of high-volume, low exception handling tasks. RPA will contribute to the firm’s
internal resources that can provide a source of sustained competitive advantage (Barney, 1991). Table 2
correspondingly reflects how a sales office may use a customer relationship management (“CRM”)
software suite that manages sales and receivables outside of the general ledger used for financial
reporting. In those cases, the RPA bot can extract the sales data, prepare the data and import the
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summary records in a batch format into the general ledger for summary financial reporting. The O2C
process is often manual, but can generates valuable data, essential for strong cash collections. A slow
and expensive O2C process can exacerbate accounts receivable and have deleterious effect on a firm’s
cash flow (Zeng, Melville, Lang, Boier-Martin, & Murphy, 2008). This section provided a brief overview of
the elements of RPA with examples of how RPA could be deployed in a vendor management accounts
payable function. The next section provides a synthesis of RPA in the scholarly literature.

RPA in the Literature
This section will provide a synthesis of recent RPA publications in the scholarly literature, and
provides a specific focus on the opportunity for RPA research in the P2P process. This paper has
presented the evolution of automation, the predictions and outcomes as automation spread through
the manufacturing industry, and into the service industry and an example of effect on service industry
employment. The paper provided a consideration for how RPA may impact the professional knowledge
worker differently than other industry effects. An overview of Accounting Information Systems, and the
distinction of RPA’s ability to interface across systems with a process perspective, differently than the
historical transaction-based approach with AIS. The description above of RPA included an example of
how vendor management can align with an RPA architecture.
The literature acknowledges the growing complexity of business, the competitive environment,
and the need for the accounting profession to adapt to business changes and support the needs of
business. The accounting profession continues to evolve to support the growing demands of business,
compliance, and society needs and accounting technology has evolved to support the needs of the
accounting profession (R. P. Miller, Bunn, & Noe, 2016). With continued business growth, accounting
offices seek mechanisms to respond to increasing transaction volume and correspondingly increasing
transactional cost. Accounting practitioners can now respond to this demand because of the growing
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availability of technology resources and systems previously unavailable. Technology resources are now
available to provide the computational power needed for task automation and will continue to grow
into machine learning for accounting and auditing functions (Kokina & Davenport, 2017). RPA vendors
are responding to the practitioner demand and more vendors enter the market. Practitioner
publications continued to reflect the RPA emergence, and as new vendors entered the market
practitioners anticipated a “crowded vendor market” (Aalst et al., 2018; Slaby, 2012) as the media also
reports anticipating the continuing growth of demand for RPA services (Loten, 2019).
RPA is distinct from earlier automation in that research cites multiple RPA benefits internal to
the firm. The paper presented a perspective on how RPA is distinct from earlier automation, and the
literature supports this perspective. According to Jovanovic et al. (2018), RPA is different than
mechanical automation; RPA robots are not a physical presence, but an emergent software-based
solution that replace the manual process of human employees performing business processes. Jovanovic
et al., like others, also stated that the automation benefits included reducing error rates and improving
throughput for repetitive, manual tasks (Jovanović, Đurić, & Šibalija, 2018). Practitioners and RPA system
implementors affirmed RPA implementation would reduce human labor cost, decrease error rate, and
increase transaction throughput time in financial systems (Deloitte, 2017). Automation in the
accounting profession will change the role of accountants, as automation improves the speed of data
collection and processing (Chen, Yan Huang, Chiu, & Pai, 2012) accountants can adapt their role from
transactional to more strategically focused. The increasing role of automating is complementary to the
changing demands for management accountants. The continued growth of global competition and push
to reduce costs have caused firms to flatten the organizational structure to reduce labor costs, and the
management accountant’s role will shift to support these changes (Zainuddin & Sulaiman, 2016). RPA
will be the resource that will help firms shift management accountants into more strategic roles. An
additional consideration for improved productivity is Sarter et al.’s (1997) claim that while researchers
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anticipated error reduction, automation actually shifted errors to different types of errors without an
overall reduction (Sarter, Woods, & Billings, 1997). Sarter’s claim is worthy of additional research;
however, the literature is in need of rigorous quantitative studies that analyze a firm’s base transaction
processing error rates compared to post-implementation error rates. In addition to the internal benefits
of RPA automation, the literature also cites RPA benefits external to the firm.
The paper has reflected RPA benefits related to internal firm processes; however, RPA also
provides benefits external to the firm. According to Singh (P. K. Singh, 2012), RPA’s increased
organizational efficiency also provides a competitive advantage. A competitive advantage occurs when a
firm implements a process change that is not used by a competitor, thereby allowing the firm to
outperform the competitor. Competitive advantage is the result of offering perceived value to
customers through lower prices or increased benefits. A firm’s technology resources are important for
establishing their competitive advantage. Technology advantages can improve production or services
through increasing the speed and accuracy of processes throughput in the supply chain and reduce costs
through increased efficiency by reducing production errors. Technology initiatives can be implemented
in production, customer service and strategy and governance processes (P. K. Singh, 2012). The
literature has published multiple criteria for automation that align well with RPA considerations.
Firms need to identify the key automation criteria to ensure RPA implementation success and a
return on the costs invested in the implementation effort. RPA researchers often refer to Fung’s (Fung,
2014) Information Technology Process Automation (“ITPA”) criteria for automation. Fung states that
high volume repetitive tasks for which the repetition results in an opportunity for human error that can
be reduced with automation are ideal candidates for ITPA. Fung also states ITPA is better suited for tasks
with minimal variability and low complexity as ITPA has limited resources to respond to exceptions from
standardized processes with dynamic responses (Fung, 2014). Business functions with opportunities for
RPA success include: Accounting – sales orders, collections, vendor management, financial reporting;
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Human Resources – payroll, time tracking, education compliance and reporting; Supply Chain – demand
planning, invoicing, freight, and returns and; Technology Support – record backup, automated
monitoring, file management, and email processing (Anagnoste, 2017). High volume repetitive work
such as managing vendor invoices are an opportunity for RPA implementation (Fernandez & Aman,
2018). Timeliness of financial reporting is often cited as being correlated with firm success, as current
information is valuable for management decision making (Gullberg, 2016) and RPA’s ability to increase
data throughput should improve financial reporting timeliness. In addition to the potential for cost
savings, RPA could also support risk mitigation and the external audit. Burns and Igou stated external
auditors are beginning to explore automation tools, such as digital assistants, that offload lower value,
high-labor tasks to automated systems (Burns & Igou, 2019). The 2015 World Economic Forum report
included a global survey of executives who stated that they expected 30% of corporate audits would be
automated by 2025 (World Economic Forum, 2015). Despite this bold prediction from the World
Economic Forum survey, accounting firms are only now piloting RPA capabilities, and those audit firms
are struggling with applying RPA in the external audit. The Cooper, Holderness, et al study referenced
preparing audit confirmations. While one Big 4 firm reported the collection of cash accounting
information and issuing a confirmation letter is a simple process ripe for automation, as it is a repetitive,
rules-based activity, another Big 4 firm expressed concern. The concerns expressed included the
possibility that a recipient email server would block an incoming email from a bot as spam, or the
recipient entity (a financial institution employee, for example) may be wary of responding to a botgenerated external email (L. A. Cooper, Holderness Jr, Sorensen, & Wood, 2018). While the limited RPA
scholarly literature does not cite corporate risk mitigation strategies, we can draw from earlier work in
the information technology literature related to enterprise systems automation for fraud detection, as
an example for how RPA can support risk mitigation. While an existing computerized audit tool can be
used for data extraction meeting specific fraud detection parameters, such as duplicate transactions, or
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invoices with round dollar amounts, that data extraction is limited to the single system. Automation of
routine analytic procedures, such as the examples provided above, can improve fraud detection
functions (K. Singh, Best, & Mula, 2013).West and Bhattacharya highlighted the benefit of data mining,
which they defined broadly as a method to analyze voluminous data to provide insight into the data.
West and Bhattacharya’s specific examples included identifying specific suspicious transactions for
testing (West & Bhattacharya, 2016). I propose that RPA will expand beyond single database data mining
to perform the manual human function of correlating transactions from one system, such as the
purchase approval module in the P2P process, to the cash disbursement system to seek to correlate
anomalies that may provide additional indicators of corporate fraud. Further study could quantify the
practitioner risks cited, such as the recent Deloitte paper that noted a reliance on manual processes as a
key accounts payable risk (Bryk, 2016).
Attributes of the OTC function align with the ITPA automation criteria: high volume repetitive
tasks with a high potential for error. A search of the academic literature reveals that most scholarly work
regarding accounts receivable risk focuses on quantitative accounts receivable metrics, not processes.
Authors such as Wu, Olson, and Luo commonly acknowledge the size of accounts receivable on a
corporate balance sheet and the associated risk, especially reflecting upon the 2008 recession and credit
default from the housing market and impact on banking (Wu, Olson, & Luo, 2014). Johnson’s seminal
paper analyzing accounts receivable errors compares firm size to overstatement or understatement and
concludes error rates are higher for firms with larger accounts receivable, but does not speculate on the
sources of the error(Johnson, Leitch, & Neter, 1981) . Others, such as Newton, reflect that
administrative costs of accounts receivable management are used in the calculation of measuring
accounts receivable, but do not comment on the potential impact of improving those administrative
costs (Newton, 1993). Recent development in process mining can be used to analyze transaction history,
by reading event logs to flag potential fraud indicators (Chiu, Wang, & Vasarhelyi, 2020). The process
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mining tools are detective in nature and less effective than the mechanisms RPA could use as a fraud
prevention tool.
Activities in the O2C cycle includes many tasks that create exposure to firms for loss through
errors or fraud. Common examples of O2C risks include accurate recording receivables from sales
ledgers information, recording cash receipts, and custody of assets upon cash receipts. Vendor
payments have slowly begun the migration from physical checks to ACH and wire disbursements using
electronic resources (Buettner, 2017).This migration will necessitate that firms reevaluate their internal
control processes for O2C functions when those vendor payments are received, as automating existing
functions with weak controls will propagate those control weaknesses into the automated environment.
The benefit of strong automated controls is that those processes with strong controls will perform that
function exactly as designed, for every transaction (Farhat, 2019). These automated functions further
reduce the risk of misappropriation of assets and fraudulent customer ledger entries by reducing the
manual human touchpoints that exist in the historical “swivel chair” tasks that require manual
intervention in multiple systems (Jędrzejka, 2019; Madakam, Holmukhe, & Jaiswal, 2019).
Examples of O2C control activities that can be automated by an RPA system that not only
reduces excessive manual processes, but introduces new internal controls includes:
1. Populating accounts receivable subsidiary ledgers from customer sales ledgers reduces the
operational and financial risk of incorrectly recording or not recording customer receivables
2. Capturing incoming customer ACH and wire information from a bank interface and populating
the cash deposit information into the general ledger and treasury system.
3. While RPA cannot take physical custody of assets, an RPA process can enhance existing
processes for cash receipt of physical customer checks and a control mechanism to confirm
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checks recorded in a cash receipts office optical scanner populate to the correct customer’s
name and the check number is recorded on the customer ledger with the amount received.
The P2P cycle includes risks such as ordering from approved vendors, receipt and approval of
invoices, and approving and issuing vendor disbursements (Schauffer, 2002). Similar to the O2C cycle,
with automation evolving in the P2P cycle, firms will need to evaluate the design and functionality of the
controls in process that they automate (Gibbs & Keating, 1995). Michael Hammer is the coauthor of
Reengineering the Cooperation, that launched the modern business process reengineering movement.
Hammer’s seminal paper, “Reengineering Work: Don’t Automate, Obliterate,” noted that automating an
existing process does not necessarily resolve a poorly designed process, and operation and performance
risks will carry-over into the automated process (Hammer, 1990). Hammer presets a solid argument for
business process redesign activities aligned with automation, and his message was that firms must
accommodate for a business environment that has changed since the original business process and
control structure was established within a firm.
Examples of P2P control activities that can be automated by an RPA system that not only
reduces excessive manual processes, but introduces new internal controls includes:
1. Track the generation, approval, and forwarding of purchase orders from the authorized
requestor to the purchasing office to ensure purchase requests are approved by the authorized
individual, and within the department budget. The RPA can also prepare a periodic exception
report for distribution to leadership and the internal audit group.
2. Tracking the receipt and approval of invoices, which reduces the risk of late payment fees or
missed purchase discounts.
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3. Automation of recording liabilities, which can reduce multiple manually intensive steps, such as
invoice re-keying and also reduce the error of paying incorrect amounts or paying nonexistent
vendors.
4. Compare vendor invoices to an approved vendor database and comparing the invoice to an
inventory of good received prior to forwarding the invoice to the designated approver. This
process limits human error by ensuring goods are received and limits the potential for paying
unauthorized vendors. Note that the firm must have the existing segregation of duties to limit
the employees who have access to make changes in the vendor database for this control to be
effective.
In addition to the risk mitigation benefits firms may receive from implementing RPA systems,
firms should also ensure that current segregation of duties and internal controls in existing processes
are promulgated into the automated environment, and internal controls are not lost in the automation
migration (Daly, 1998). The literature gap for accounting process improvements for O2C and P2P
management presents an opportunity for further study.
RPA is expected to provide multiple benefits for each of the accounting cycles; this study is
focused primarily on P2P and O2C. P2P has a greater variety of ledger inputs than O2C, as the source
documents for the P2P can be standardized and controlled by the firm, source documents for P2P such
as vendor invoicing are more varied and present an opportunity for RPA efficiencies. Firms may initially
focus on the potential for cost savings realized from RPA reducing labor costs. Those labor cost savings
are not only costs eliminated from initial data entry of accounting transactions that were previously
performed by human employees, but also the cost savings from eliminating errors that caused re-work,
which is an additional labor cost savings (Suri, Elia, & van Hillegersberg, 2017). The Suri, Elia, and Van
Hillegersberg paper also notes that firms benefit from increased employee well-being by shifting
employees from lower-value transactional tasks to tasks that require more human judgment and
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provide more benefit to the organization (Suri et al., 2017) . Suri, Elia, and Van Hillegersburg do not
comment on the potential challenges of shifting existing employees from transactional activity to more
complex tasks; however, they do note the potential benefit of reduction of FTEs, which may reflect that
employees are not reassigned, but eliminated. Human Resources and Payroll cycles are very
standardized and other than recording employee hours for non-exempt employees or benefit changes,
are not subject to regular variation. The general ledger and reporting cycles also present an opportunity
for automation study; however, as financial reporting follows the other cycles in the record-to-report
framework, other cycle automation should precede financial reporting cycle automation. The procure to
pay cycle (Figure 4) also presents business risks such as treasury risk for missed payment discounts or
fees for late payment, that RPA could mitigate. The current, limited research on financial processes
primarily highlights monitoring and controls. A few authors have argued that P2P continuous monitoring
could identify errors such as duplicate purchase orders, invoices, or payments, unapproved vendors and
other attributes commonly recognized as a detective control (Alon & Dwyer, 2010; Taylor, 2006).
Previous financial process improvement research has primarily highlighted opportunities to
migrate manual physical documents into electronic documents (Martin & Cheung, 2005), and while the
cycle time for storage and retrieval may have been reduced, the total number of human touchpoints for
the financial transaction were similar. Accounts payable (“AP”) is often a very manual process, and
internal controls that require two-way or three-way matching of purchase orders with invoices and
shipping documents can create a burdensome series of tasks in order to process a vendor disbursement.
Recent media publications report firms have been slow to reduce paper checks used in accounts payable
functions, and have been slow to migrate to automated tools (2018; Monga, 2014). Accounts payable
functions are an ideal area to drive change with RPA, but it is also a function that is slow to embrace
technology, as only 29% of firms receive or issue invoices electronically (Cohen, 2015). Accounts payable
inefficiencies result in missing early payment discounts and lead to increases in the firm’s days payable
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outstanding metric, increasing late fees (Cohen, 2015). Cash management is critical to all firms, and
working capital is the cash a firm has available to meet operational expenditures.
Some prior research has pointed to labor savings, but at the potential increased risk of
disrupting the firm’s internal control structure. RPA can provide some mechanisms for compensating
controls. Bragg (2013) noted the P2P cycle is particularly labor intensive, and as such presents an
opportunity for significant cost savings (Bragg, 2013). Bragg’s examples include reducing the number of
approvals and implementing procurement cards; however, while Bragg’s recommendations reduce labor
costs by eliminating work steps, they also eliminate key internal control functions that help reduce the
potential of procurement fraud by installing document matching and segregation of duties. Publications
subsequent to the passage of the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 have noted that accounts payable policies
are insufficient without a robust internal control structure (Kaskinen, 2007). An RPA process configured
to generate a transaction audit trail could prepare an exception report or provide transaction
information to an audit system such as a continuous assurance fusion system (Perols & Murthy, 2012),
reducing human information processing in the external audit process. The exception report can provide
a compensating control to the reduction in document matching.
The potential RPA labor savings and error reduction would include a reduction in the number of
manual human touchpoints in the procure-to-pay cycle. The initial touchpoint is entering data into the
system, such as a purchase order, or incoming vendor invoice. Those ongoing manual touchpoints
impact what Susanto calls the “loading factor,” related to the error rate of initial data input into an
accounting system (Susanto, 2015). Transitioning to automated data entry will reduce the errors of
initial input. One attempt to reduce the manual touchpoints was transitioning from physical checks to
procurement credit cards, or “P-cards,” which started with the US Federal government procurement and
spread to businesses as banks began to offer corporate P-card services. While P-cards reduced separate
individual invoices from vendors and provided some level of assurance for procurement internal
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controls such as pre-assigned vendors and spending limits (Boulianne, 2005), P-cards did not necessarily
reduce the volume of human touch-points in the disbursement process as vendor receipts were
matched to card statements from the bank, while some centralized processing of the vendor purchases
to the P-card statement did occur. In addition to labor savings and error reduction, RPA can contribute
to treasury management.
Effective treasury management is another key outcome of an effective vendor management
strategy. Many firms are ineffective at vendor management as they focus closely on the timing of cash
flows and neglect seeking to optimize the underlying business processes that can achieve a broader
business performance benefit (Mayes & Dyer, 2015). Manual accounts payable processing is an
expensive, labor intensive manual accounting processes, and deploying additional personnel may meet
transactional demands, but does not resolve the problem of error rates. Organizations may enjoy
accounts payable process cost savings of 40 to 60 percent by implementing invoice RPA solutions (Furth,
2005). RPA presents a significant opportunity as most accounts payable departments receive paper
invoices and manual processes and lack formal automation plans (Bohn, 2010) . Two key attributes to
successful accounts payable treasury management that align with RPA include implementation of the
firm’s automation systems and workflows and integration with automated vendor systems, including an
automated invoice portal (Mayes & Dyer, 2015). Future opportunities for RPA can include identifying the
benefits of a structured, formal mechanism to identify processes for automation opportunity with
measurable benefit (Leopold, van der Aa, & Reijers, 2018).
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Figure 3: Abbreviated Procurement to Pay Process Workflow Example

Theoretical Frameworks for Study – TCE and TTF
Organizations had sought cost control through outsourcing accounting functions (Anderson &
Vita, 2006); however, outsourced accounting functions have failed due to the lack of trust in allowing
external parties to maintain control of key financial data (Langfield-Smith & Smith, 2003) and prohibitive
transactions costs in a transaction cost economics (TCE) model (Nicholson, Jones, & Espenlaub, 2006).
RPA provides an opportunity to reduce costs parallel to the cost savings argument of an outsourcing
model, with the advantage that the firm maintains complete control of the automated process. The
automation would lead to process standardization and gain similar beneficial outcomes to the
standardization process improvement from outsourcing (Wüllenweber, Koenig, Beimborn, & Weitzel,
2009).
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The theoretical framework of TCE considers the costs and risks involved in transactions, and the
stages of the exchange process, including contact, contract, and control (Nooteboom, 1992). TCE
predicts management accounting functions should be provided within a firm, and markets will not
outperform the demands of hierarchical management (Nicholson et al., 2006; Spekle, 2001).
Task Technology Fit (“TTF”) was proposed by Goodhue and Thompson in 1995 as a new model
that explained how technology contributed to performance improvements when there is an alignment
between the technology functionality and the task requirements (Goodhue & Thompson, 1995). TTF
followed the prior focus on technology utilization, which was based on theories that stated increasing
utilization of technology resources would result in improved performance (Goodhue, Klein, Salvatore, &
Thompson, 1995). As the TTF model evolved, researchers developed mechanisms for measuring task
requirements and comparing them to the technology functionality to compute a measure of fit (Dishaw,
Strong, & Bandy, 2004). The TTF models pre-dated RPA, and the measure of fit compared the
technology’s capacity to augment an individual’s performance. RPA, as highlighted earlier, is a process
automation technology, and as such the functionality of RPA spans beyond an individual desktop with
potential to include multiple local applications, locally-hosted, and cloud-based applications.
Davenport’s oft-cited seminal paper on enterprise systems comments on business processes and
technology, conveying how some firms looked toward standardizing processes with ERP implementation
to increase efficiency, while other firms viewed the ERP implementation as a mechanism to allow for
flexibility of having many different business processes that meet the business unit’s individual needs
(Davenport, 1998). Either way, it is clear that technology implementation needs to consider the
underlying business process, and ensure the technology supports the organization’s needs by aligning to
the process. Gribbins, Subramaniam, and Shaw extended TTF from the original premise of measuring
technology’s fit to an individual’s performance to consider how a technology supports a business
process. The process focus is the bridge from the individual’s work to the overall outcomes of the firm,
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and the process technology fit is determined by identifying the fit between the process attributes and
the technology features (Gribbins, Subramaniam, & Shaw, 2006). The success of RPA will rely, in part, on
the alignment of the technology tools with the tasks designated for automation. Organizational
performance and employee satisfaction directly correlate to the fit of technology tools with the work
task (Fuller, 2003). I propose that TTF can be used as a theoretical framework to consider how RPA, as
the technology resource, aligns to the business process need, such as O2C and P2P to analyze the
benefit of RPA supporting the specific business process area.

Opportunities for Further Research
This RPA review synthesized literature in the emergent RPA domain, and while RPA is growing in
practice, there is significant opportunity to contribute to the scholarly literature. Gartner’s 2019 RPA
Magic Quadrant reported that global RPA implementation firm revenue increased 63% over the prior
year to $849M in 2018, and RPA implementation firms received significant investment dollars during the
year (Miers, 2019; N. Singh, 2019). The two largest implementation firms, UIPath and BluePrism are
valued at $7B and $6.8B, respectively, as of December 2019 (Carmichael, 2019). The paper presented a
brief overview of automation in manufacturing and the service industries, and while prior dire
predictions did not materialize, the paper reflected that RPA is the first time automation is impacting the
white collar workforce, and the current popular media and thought leaders such as McKinsey and the
International Monetary Fund have published articles that indicate entire professions and industries will
be impact. As noted earlier, while there is significant RPA activity in the marketplace, there is scant
scholarly literature understanding firms’ RPA motivations, experiences during implementation, and
outcomes from RPA implementation. This gap in the literature presents an opportunity to gain an indepth understanding of the RPA implementation experience. In the initial stage, the current research
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gap will be addressed with case studies that helped gain an understanding of the motivations,
experiences and outcomes within firms that adopted RPA technology.
RPA case studies may take two different forms: a single case approach, that seeks to document
the phenomenon from the firm’s and employee’s experiences. The single case approach would be more
valuable from a firm with multiple implementations either within the same work group, or different
areas of the company. The single case approach provides a research control for the organizational
climate, including management style, policy, spending practices, human resources, and internal
information technology resources within the firm.
Another consideration for RPA case studies can include a multi-case approach. The multi-case
approach would be beneficial for documenting the RPA implementation drivers across different firms
and industries, and gaining comparisons across a larger base of users. The multi-case approach would
also provide insightful comparison of implementation experiences with on-premises, hosted, or a hybrid
RPA delivery structure. Both case study formats provide the potential for in-depth understanding of
firms’ that have adopted RPA early in the emergence of this new technology and the case study
outcomes would provide interesting insights into the experiences of the firms and comparisons of the
outcomes to the initial objectives, as well as lessons learned in the implementation process.
The scholarly literature lacks insight into the potential impact of RPA implementation on the
management accounting profession. While the news media has included wild speculation on the impact
of automation in the workplace in response to the growing RPA market, surveys of the US general
population indicate that the general population has mixed perceptions of how automation may impact
their employment future (Wronski & Cohen, 2019). Within the general population, specific segments of
the population responded differently to questions of how automation will impact their career, with
segmentation based on age, gender, and education (McClure, 2018); however, these lacked specific
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focus on the impact on the management accounting profession. The limited existing literature of
employee perceptions of process automation reflects answers reflecting the employee’s role in an
organization. Leadership responded enthusiastically about the benefits of cost reduction and
organizational performance, while staff were concerned about job loss (Kaushik, 2018; Vedder, Guynes,
& Parrish, 2018).
RPA is an emergent technology, and because of the recent emergence and potential scope of
the effect on the management accounting profession, there are many who would benefit from a greater
understanding of the perceived impact of the expected expansion of RPA into the management
accounting profession, including organizational leaders, elected officials, stakeholders for the
profession, universities and educators, and to the greatest extent: current and prospective accountants.
A study of the perceived impact would begin with a survey of current leaders and professionals
in the management accountant profession. The survey population of working professional management
accountants would bifurcate into those who had an understanding and experience of RPA in the
workplace, and seek to understand the impact on their career after the implementation, and how they
believe their career path has changed overall based on the RPA implementation. The other segment of
the study would be professional management accountants who lacked experience with RPA. Those who
lacked experience would be provided a brief RPA overview and then questions would seek to gain an
understanding of their perceptions of how RPA may impact their future career path, including how they
would potentially respond if RPA was announced in their work group or firm. The outcomes of such a
study would help the profession understand the potential human resource effects and how to better
prepare firms and employees for RPA implementation. It should be noted that while the short-term
effects of advances in automation may impact firms’ cost structures via employee labor costs, we should
not neglect to consider how technology innovation continues to create new industries. The first iPhone
was released barely ten years ago, and in the decade since, new jobs have been created both directly,
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such as through manufacturing and distribution, but also secondary jobs though the ways in which the
smartphone technology has been exploited for advertising and entertainment (D. Spencer, 2017).
Opportunities for future research highlighted in this section include a consideration of how firms
could respond to the changing workforce with the ongoing retirement of the baby boomer generation,
the cost considerations of capital outlay for initial investment compared to the lower initial cost for
employee onboarding and the comparison of future software maintenance to idle time. Additional
future research discussed is the opportunity to collect knowledge worker survey data to better
understand how firms can respond to employee needs in the changing work environment.
The baby boomer generation is age 55 – 75 years of age, and as the baby boomers continue to
exit the workforce to retirement, employers will feel additional competition to recruit and retain talent,
which is compounded by the historically low unemployment levels. Employers can potentially seek to
offset the potential for compensation escalation through RPA implementation and shifting professional
accounting staff from repetitive, lower-value tasks to higher-value tasks or into an audit by exception
task. The organizational efficiencies potentially gained from RPA implementation would allow
accounting professionals to pivot to strategic functions such as those suggested in a US Government
Accountability Office 2005 study, specifically functions such as analyzing spending trends to consolidate
procurement activity to a limited number of vendors and negotiate cost savings (Office, 2005).
Software robots can be replicated to multiple servers at a relatively low cost compared to the
training time for human personnel or the fabrication time required to build and deploy manufacturing
robots. RPA software can be replicated and deployed quickly in response to increasing demand, allowing
much greater scalability than manufacturing automation. The earlier cost considerations of capital
outlay and the potential for idle machinery would be offset by the higher capacity and lower service
windows of software robots. While some customization may be needed to meet specific business
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process needs within an organization, the research opportunity to explore the costs, risks, and benefits
of mass replication of RPA bots would provide insight into the continuing impact of RPA as organizations
continue to exploit the new technology. The academic literature to date has not addressed the impact of
bot replication, and with the growing demand for RPA, this is a topic ripe for research.
Many organizations have established an internal shared service center to centralize distributed
financial management functions to gain economies of scale and identify opportunities for cost reduction
for large volume vendor procurement. Some firms choose to establish internal shared services centers
rather than outsource those services. Research is needed to quantify the efficiency gains from RPA
compared to shared service centers or in comparison to cost savings and efficiencies gained from
ceasing outsourced services. Research is also needed to compare RPA adoption to other technology
adoption timeframes in a similar business setting.
The ethical impact on knowledge workers would provide practitioners a better understanding of
employee perceptions of automation, how to respond to those employee perceptions and the needs of
the human workforce in the changing employment environment. A survey of professional management
accountants would provide insight into the experiences and perceptions of the management accounting
profession. The survey would be especially beneficial for management considering RPA implantation to
help them gain an understanding of employees’ perceptions to a potential implementation and better
prepare for how to message the implementation to the organization and manage employee concerns.
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Chapter Two: A Multiple Case Study Analysis of the Antecedents and Consequences of Robotic Process
Automation in Accounting Functions

Introduction
In The Fourth Industrial Revolution (Schwab, 2017), Klaus Schwab, the Executive Chairman of the
World Economic Forum described the continuing expansion of automation and technologies that will
impact the future of work, and he called this the Fourth Industrial Revolution. This expansion of
automation in the workforce is not only transforming the nature of work, automation is also shifting the
way firms evaluate their human resources requirements (Illanes, Lund, Mourshed, Rutherford, &
Tyreman, 2018). Back in 1999, Peter Drucker stated knowledge workers must identify the key tasks
related to their functions, and their jobs should be restructured to eliminate everything else, the
unproductive, redundant tasks he called “chores” (Drucker, 1999). The evolution of RPA technology can
now replicate those redundant, non-value added functions perfumed by employees (Kokina &
Davenport, 2017), those tasks Drucker called “chores”. But more than just eliminating “chores,” the
continuing evolution of automation and related technologies present the opportunity for threats to the
current employment models, threats that have the potential to create significant economic impact on
workers from job loss due to technological unemployment (Xu, David, & Kim, 2018). McKinsey reported
the continuing expansion of automation will replace approximately 800 million jobs by the year 2030,
causing workers to seek other employment (Manyika et al., 2017). McKinsey further revealed at least a
third of the functions currently performed by sixty percent of the workforce are subject to automation
(Manyika et al., 2017). The forward-looking analysis of this Fourth Industrial Revolution predicts the
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expansion of technology will shift productivity away from human workers to automation and fewer new
jobs will be created (Li, Hou, & Wu, 2017).
Robotic Process Automation (“RPA”) proponents have espoused the benefits of cost reduction
and increased efficiency by deploying software robots (“bots”) that mimic human processes and reduce
redundant, mundane tasks (Aalst et al., 2018). While some employees may view RPA as a resource that
allows them to pivot to more interesting tasks with a greater contribution to the firm, others may view
the automation as a threat that leads to their technological unemployment (Mokyr, Vickers, & Ziebarth,
2015). Some research has stated firms are able to evaluate their employee complement and find
opportunities to pivot employees into other, higher value-added functions that increase their overall
level of contribution to profitability (Chen et al., 2012). Others have called the objective to pivot workers
to higher-value-added tasks an optimistic goal that is far from reality (Eikebrokk & Olsen, 2020). The
limited current research lacks insight into how RPA will impact companies, and the consequences for
employees (Eikebrokk & Olsen, 2020).
RPA has continued increasing in popularity as year-over-year demand continues to increase and
RPA providers see ongoing upward revenue trends (Loten, 2019). However, while RPA providers are
flourishing with the booming demand for RPA services, there is limited scholarly research that can speak
to the motivations for implementation, the outcomes, and the impact on employees (Moffitt et al.,
2018). Firms implementing RPA will need to develop a workforce plan, understand the workforce
impact, and compose a strategy that will align to successful RPA implementation (Kaizer, Ponce, &
Steinhoff, 2018).
This study used a multi-case study approach to gain an understanding of the drivers,
implementation experiences, and outcomes for RPA implementation at two firms, a global Fortune 500
restaurant firm and a US- based logistics firm. Using two firms in different industries and markets
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provided a control for attributes that were unique to a specific industry or geography. Data collection
utilized semi-structured interviews with six participants from different functions and organizational
levels. Participants included transactional staff, accounting leadership, technology staff, and senior
technology leadership. The semi-structured interview process provided opportunities for the researcher
to explore the participant’s RPA experience beyond the initial structured questions, during which the
researcher gained additional insight into the participants perceptions of their RPA experience. The data
was coded using a qualitative approach of reading the interview transcripts, applying codes to segments
of interview transcripts, and summarizing codes into themes to gain an understanding of the drivers,
implementation experiences, and outcomes of the RPA implementation.
The coding identified 455 unique coded transcript segments using 35 codes that were
summarized into four major themes: Human Resources and People Impact, Technology, Financial
Impact, and Business Processes. Employee Fear was the most coded segment within the Human
Resources – People impact theme. Employee Fear was coded to 28 of the 125 segments attributed to
Human Resources. Transactional staff and leadership reflected perceptions of why workers may
experience fear during the RPA planning or implementation. While leadership often focused on RPA’s
potential to reduce cost, transactional staff were well-aware the effect of the cost savings could be the
result of personnel reduction via technological unemployment. The potential for employees to pivot to
their current role to another role with increased value-added contribution to their firm was the second
most coded data within the Human Resources – People Impact theme. Aspects of bot governance,
including bot development, bot monitoring, and exception handling were over half of the items coded
within the Technology theme, as participants reflected the importance of strong technology oversight
and controls. Technology risk was also frequently coded within the Technology theme, as participants
recognized the bot will follow the programmed instructions, and if the bot is programmed to follow an
incorrect process, that process may be replicated thousands of times before it is discovered. One
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participant reflected this as a potential overreliance on the technology, without the employees fully
understanding the underlying transactional activity. While the Financial Impact theme included several
coded items, the most consistent response from participants was the need for return on investment.
The fourth theme was Business Processes, that included participant feedback around the need for
planning, strong project management, and managing through the complexity of the technology
implementation. Many of the antecedents noted as drivers for RPA implementation included executives
asking senior management to meet the needs of increased transaction volume in the time of
organizational growth while limiting headcount expansion. The need for careful planning and strong
project management though implementation should also be viewed as an antecedent to
implementation and a critical success factor.

Literature Review
Robotic Process Automation (“RPA”) is an emerging technology that uses a software robot, or
“bot” to perform manual human tasks on computer systems and applications (Aalst et al., 2018). The
bot may overlay multiple computer applications and systems, interacting with the existing user interface
and does not require advanced programming skills to configure (Penttinen, Kasslin, & Asatiani, 2018).
The bot can reach from a local desktop to cloud-based applications and mimic the ways humans engage
with the applications and systems. RPA presents firms with significant opportunities, as highly repetitive,
manual tasks are an opportunity for automation, as those tasks present the greatest risk for human
error (Fung, 2014). The benefits of RPA implementation include faster, cheaper transaction processing
time with reducing the human element of error rates (Deloitte, 2017). RPA is most effective in highvolume, rules based tasks (Aguirre & Rodriguez, 2017). It is also important to note that while the rulesbased tasks present an opportunity for RPA to efficiently reduce human errors on redundant, highvolume transactions, the structure also presents a limitation in that an RPA implementation has a low
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tolerance for exceptions (Lacity & Willcocks, 2017). Automating an inefficient or error-prone process will
increase the volume of failures, as such organizations must be thoughtful in selecting processes for
automation (Garde, Gulati, & Jessel, 2017). Bots are configured to follow specific business rules, and as
an organizations’ business rules change over time, the firm risks propagating errors without a
mechanism to monitor bot performance (Syed et al., 2020) .
RPA’s expansion will create a new and unprecedented impact on the professional workforce.
While global RPA revenue was only $850M in 2018, Gartner reported the RPA market as the fastest
growing technology sector, with a year-over-year increase of 63% in 2018 (Miers, 2019). Firms are
continuing to embrace task automation at an increasing rate (Marshall & Lambert, 2018) as major
providers of RPA services have received significant capital investments recently (Carmichael, 2019). With
the advent of RPA, firms will be able to evaluate their employee complement and find opportunities to
pivot employees into other, higher value-added functions that increase their overall level of contribution
to profitability (Chen et al., 2012). RPA has continued increasing in popularity as year-over-year demand
continues to increase and RPA providers see ongoing upward revenue trends (Loten, 2019). However,
while RPA providers are flourishing with the booming demand for RPA services, there is limited scholarly
research that can speak to the motivations for implementation, the outcomes, and the impact on
employees (Moffitt et al., 2018).
The evolution of manufacturing automation and other technologies over the past two centuries
have not rendered the human workforce obsolete; rather, the jobs have changed and will likely continue
to change with the continuing integration of automation into the workplace (Autor, 2016). Automating
repetitive, low-value tasks previously performed by human workers provides an opportunity for firms to
shift the focus of human labor to more complex tasks that require judgment (Green, 2012). Previous
studies of employee technology acceptance have often analyzed employee attitudes of the adoption of
replacement software or hardware, such as the Schraeder, et. al 2006 study of employee migration from
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laptops to tablets in a clinical setting. Schraeder hypothesized a higher level of employee acceptance of
new technology implementation when employees were involved in the technology planning (Schraeder,
Swamidass, & Morrison, 2006). These previous studies reflected on the implementation of the
technology as an employee tool and a resource for the employee, where RPA, in contrast, is a
technology that has the potential to replace the employee. Theories of employee acceptance of new
technology, such as Davis’ Technology Acceptance Model (“TAM”) have focused on attributes such as
the employee’s perception of the usefulness of the new technology, and the ease of use of the new
technology (Davis, 1989). Davis and others have noted that business performance improvement
expectations related to a technology investment were often not met due to employees who were
unwilling to use new technology investment. RPA was initially a threat to outsourcing business
providers, and later a threat to workers. Employee acceptance of RPA in the workplace may not follow
the same theoretical attributes of TAM, as rather than technology as a tool, RPA may have the potential
to replace the employee (Borland & Coelli, 2017). Some employees may fear the potential of
automation replacing their jobs, and therefore distrust the introduction of automation technology into
their workplace (McClure, 2018). The initial threat of RPA was the threat to outsourcing business
providers, as firms could reduce the costs of outsourcing repetitive low-value-added tasks and
additionally reduce the impact of managing outsourced relationships and challenges of offshore
providers in different time zones (Slaby, 2012). The popular media warns of robots replacing workers,
and these are not new threats, as warnings of dire impact of automation on the economy date back to
Keynes. However, unlike previous waves of automation, this is the first with the potential for
widespread implementation in the professional workforce (i.e., the so called “white collar” workforce).
There is very little research on the engagement between workers and new automation technology, and
how that technology will impact the workforce (Ghislieri, Molino, & Cortese, 2018). As new automation
technology is introduced into the workplace, organizations will need to make changes to both business
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processes and organizational structure (Caymaz, Demir, & Meral, 2017). The research of human worker
engagement with robots will need to increase as workplace automation continues to increase (Caymaz
et al., 2017). Employees’ concerns about how technology implementation may impact their employment
may cause them to react emotionally, and may impact the success of a technology implementation
(Fisher & Howell, 2004). As the popular media portrays the loss of jobs to automation (C. C. Miller, 2016)
, firms will continue to grapple with the challenge of seeking their human employees to accept robot
coworkers (You & Robert Jr, 2018). Some workers may strongly oppose robot coworkers, and
organizations should become aware of employee sentiment toward robotic coworkers (Demir, Döven, &
Sezen, 2019). Implementation of robotic automation may be difficult or even impossible for
organizations where employees strongly oppose automation (Demir et al., 2019). This paper seeks to
shed light on alternative employee reactions to RPA implementation.

Research Method
The multi-case study methodology with multiple bot implementations provides the benefits of
documenting the drivers for RPA implementation, experiences during implementation, outcomes for
multiple firms, and perceptions from employees at different levels within the participating firms. A
qualitative research approach provides an opportunity to collect participants’ perceptions, and uncover
meaning that provides valuable insight into a phenomenon (Maguire & Delahunt, 2017). Braun and
Clarke (2006) noted that a qualitative approach provides flexibility in the research method, which is
particularly useful with an emergent topic such as RPA, and provides a basis for future research on the
topic (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The multi- case approach provides a better understanding of the
phenomena, allowing comparisons of data collected from multiple sources to confirm the researcher’s
understanding (R. K. Yin, 2017). Management accounting researchers have lamented that academic
literature lacks sufficient understanding of accounting in practice (Keating, 1995). The benefit of case
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research in the management accounting domain is the contribution to both theory-based research and
the phronesis benefit of developing an understanding of disruptive change in practice (D. J. Cooper &
Morgan, 2008). The increasing prevalence of accounting case research leads to a greater depth of
understanding of management accounting practices and contributes to bridging the gap from theory to
practice (Scapens, 2004). The “bounded approach” of a case study structures the parameters of the
study environment (Creswell & Poth, 2016). In this research, the environment is an organization that
has implemented an RPA technology.
The data collection process included six hours of data collection using semi-structured
interviews with functional accounting staff, technology personnel, and leadership at two firms: a global
Fortune 500 restaurant chain, and a US-based logistics firm. Data collection from firms in two different
industries created a control that allowed for comparisons of technology risk, personnel impact, and
drivers of RPA implementation that isolated from the specific impacts that would have been caused by
organizational attributes or industry-related attributes. A quantitative approach does not provide the
depth of insight into IT implementation as a case study (Paré & Elam, 1997). The case study provides us
insight into the reasons for specific organizational and individual actions: the “how” and “why”
questions within a dynamic environment (Paré & Elam, 1997). The semi-structured interview process
allowed for exploring data that arose beyond the scope of the original series of questions that were not
anticipated when the interview template was drafted. The flexibility of the semi-structured interviews
led to additional insight into the participant’s perceptions of their RPA experiences. The format of a
semi-structured interview follows an interview guide rather than a fixed instrument (Newcomer, Hatry,
& Wholey, 2015). The Yin 2011 qualitative data analysis methodology was broadly followed to compile
the data, interpret the data, and draw conclusions of the RPA drivers, experiences, and outcomes from
the participating firms (R. Yin, 2011). Interview questions were developed from reading existing RPA
literature, IT implementation literature, and drawing upon the researcher’s experience in financial
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leadership as a former CFO, and information technology and business process analysis as a former Big 4
consultant. The approach to the interview was to ask questions that highlighted the participant’s
perceptions of the initial drivers for RPA implementation, perceptions of the experiences during the
implantation process, and perceptions of the implementation outcomes. Respondents provided insight
into the RPA experience during a semi-structured interview that inspired the researcher to probe further
on new topics that arose in the interview dialoged. The new topics enriched the study with additional
depth into the respondents’ RPA experiences. Case research in information systems has proven
particularly valuable as the case research method supports informing academia and practice (Dubé &
Paré, 2003). Case research in information systems also helps provide an understanding of organizational
issues and the complex interactions across technology resources, individuals, and organizations (Dubé &
Paré, 2003). The interviews were recorded using Microsoft Teams and the recordings were then
electronically transcribed to a document. The transcription documents were then compared to the
audio recordings to validate the transcription accuracy, and any transcription errors were corrected
before beginning the data analysis.
Interview participants included six individuals (TABLE 3): a CIO, Controller, RPA team leader,
RPA implementation professional, accounting manager , senior accountant. The interview participants
were selected in collaboration with the participating firms with the objective of collecting data from the
most knowledgeable individuals who could provide their perspectives of the RPA drivers,
implementation experiences, and RPA outcomes. The research process sought individuals from different
levels within the organization. This would provide the viewpoints of employees at four different levels:
1. Those who interacted with the RPA bot at a technical or transactional level, 2. Those who supervised
the transactional team and had insight into department management as well as bot implementation
planning, 3. Those with the “go – no go” decision-making authority who evaluated the budgetary
request and authorized the expenditure of funding for the bot project, and 4. Representation from the
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technology team, as those individuals could reflect upon their perspectives of interaction with the
transactional team members and their perceptions of the team members responses to the bot
implementation in their work group.
TABLE 3: Case Studies’ Data Collection
Organization
Professional Interviewed
F500 Firm
RPA Leader
RPA Implementation
Professional
Accounting Manager
Senior Accountant
Logistics Firm
CIO
Controller
Total

Length of Interview
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
6 hours

Limitations
The limitations of this study include the inherent limitations of the case study methodology and
limitations specific to the sample. Inherent limitations of case research include the challenge of
summarizing large volume of qualitative data into generalizable information which is truly
representative of the sample, as the case study method does not lend itself to a statistical expression of
the outcomes (Hodkinson & Hodkinson, 2001). Semi-structured interviews provide an opportunity to
explore interesting topics that evolved in the participant interview beyond the framework of the initial
scope of questions (Horton, Macve, & Struyven, 2004). Limitations of qualitative semi-structured
interviews include the criticism of a lack of qualitative scientific research methods, and data collection is
more often based on a sample of convenience than purposeful sampling (Diefenbach, 2009). The
researcher recognizes the subjective nature of selecting the codes to apply to the narrative segments
from interviews.
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Findings
The interview transcription documents were loaded into the NVivio software application for
data analysis. The researcher read the interview transcripts to identify participant statements that
reflected the participant’s perceptions of the motivations, implementation experiences, and outcomes
of the RPA implementation in their organization, with a particular focus on the impact on employees. In
order to assure a rigorous qualitative process, the researcher read and reread each interview, seeking to
identify “chunks of data” that evolved into codable content, which were then assigned codes that most
closely captured the respondent’s core message, following the Yin 2011 and Yin 2017 methodologies.
The further analysis across interviews was to compare similarities and difference of respondent’s
statements on specific topics and sought to ensure related data across interviews were associated with
the same coding (Boeije, 2002). The researcher developed a “code book” during the coding process,
which contained the list of codes within the project, their definitions, and examples used as a guide to
ensure consistency in application of the codes. Code books are developed in an iterative process that
requires revisiting the respondent’s statements, the coded content, and the definitions of the codes to
ensure a rigorous research methodology (DeCuir-Gunby, Marshall, & McCulloch, 2011).
The data analysis included reading the participants’ interview transcripts and developing codes
to reflect the individual’s perception of the drivers for RPA implementation, implementation experience,
impact on employees, and insight into future RPA implementation. For drivers for RPA implementation,
the research sought to understand the individual’s perceptions for the firm’s motivation to implement
an RPA solution, including understanding if the driver was based upon the economic cost of employees,
or the need to reduce perceived human errors or lack of resources. To gain an understanding of the
participants’ implementation experience, the research sought to understand any specific challenges in
the implementation process, such as resistance to change, or technology impediments to the integration
of RPA with existing platforms. For impact on employees, the research sought to understand if the
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participant firm reduced personnel, or expected to reduce personnel, if the employees who previously
performed the tasks assumed by RPA shifted into other functions, and if management assessed the
employees’ capacity to pivot to other roles in the organization, or anticipated their departure. For
insight into future implementation, the research sought to understand the “lessons learned” from the
implementation experience that could be reflected upon as opportunities to improve future
implementation processes for themselves or other firms considering RPA for the future.
The qualitative codes were initially identified, and then consolidated into thematic categories
that emerged from the preliminary analysis (Dey, 2003). This second phase, often referenced as the
Strauss and Corbin axial coding process included reexamining the initial coding assumptions and refining
the code consolidation in a process to identify themes that emerged from the data (Strauss & Corbin,
1998).

Analysis of Interview Data
TABLE 4 presents the number of coded transcript segments by firm, summarized by the four
themes that emerged from interview coding.
TABLE 4: Number of Transcript Segments Coded by Firm, Summarized into the Four Themes
Theme

F500 Firm (n=4)

Logistics Firm

Number of Codes

(n=2)
Human Resources – People Impact

85

40

125

Technology

85

50

135

Financial Impact

67

6

73

Business Processes

91

31

122

Items Coded

328

127

455
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TABLE 5 reflects the percentage of each theme coded by participant role. The Accounting
leaders interviewed from both organizations reflected the Financial Impact theme, which included the
Return on Investment code as significantly lower than other organizational roles, and this may be
surprising to the reader to see accounting leadership respond in this manner. The reader should
consider that accounting leadership in both organizations is a customer of the RPA technology team,
and primary consideration for the accounting leadership was evident from the interviews: the RPA
technology was a resource to improve their department’s efficiency. The ROI of the RPA implementation
as a metric was more closely related to the technology teams of both participating firms, as ROI
measured their success of delivering a successful RPA implantation to their internal customer.
TABLE 5: Percentage of Theme Coding by Role
Theme
Technology
Technology
Leader (n=2)
Implementation
Professional (n=1)
Human Resources
31%
26%

Accounting
Leadership (n=2)

Accounting Staff
(n=1)

24%

30%

– People Impact
Technology

34%

24%

33%

20%

Financial Impact

18%

25%

6%

26%

Business

18%

24%

36%

24%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Processes
Total Percentage
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The tree map below (TABLE 6) visually presents the relative comparison of each of the 35 codes
within their Theme.
TABLE 6: RPA Coding Summary

Theme 1 – Human Resources – People Impact
Employees in management accounting transactional roles have read headlines in the popular
media declaring the advancement of automation technologies would replace or displace many workers
(Atkinson, 2017; Bakarich & O'Brien, 2020; Cass, 2018). Firms are motivated by the potential for cost
savings in a competitive environment, especially where bots can process basic rules-based tasks
(Raschke, Saiewitz, Kachroo, & Lennard, 2018). Walmart eliminated 7,000 professional accounting
positions in their retail stores in 2016, with a goal of cost reduction (Nassauer, 2016). Those Walmart
employees were reassigned to less desired roles on the retail salesfloor (Nassauer, 2016). Automation
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may not replace an entire job, but automation may replace a significant proportion of tasks within a job
(Fleming, 2019). That partial automation of a single job function may allow firms to consolidate some
positions to reduce the total number of employees. Cascio and Montealegre (2016) argued that the
bloom of automation is simply the next step of the continuously evolving technology that firms exploit
in order to create value. They did, however, note that this progression of technology will profoundly
impact the ways in which work is accomplished in firms. Particularly, Cascio and Montealegre noted
managers will have to respond to the rising level of worker apprehension to automation technology as
workers will perceive the automation as a threat to their employment (Cascio & Montealegre, 2016).
The impact on technical professions, such as management accounting, may depend upon a number of
attributes, including how a profession seeks to incorporate a technology into their workplace as a means
to adapt to new roles that shift from more transaction focused tasks to more value-added analytical
skills-based tasks (Huerta & Jensen, 2017). The Economist noted in 2014 that increases in automation
have often led to overall economic growth, but have also negatively impacted worker wages (The
Economist, 2014). This recently coined Fourth Industrial Revolution has the potential to make “skilled
workers obsolete,” and the scalability of the digital technologies can replicate the automation tools
immediately, with minimal cost to implement replicant bots to respond to production demand (Peters,
2017). The replacement of workers by automation in the Forth Industrial Revolution has been popularly
titled “Technological Unemployment.” TABLE 7 reflects a summary of the number of codes within the
Human Resources – People Impact theme and examples of transcript segments associated with the
code.
TABLE 7: Human Resources – People Impact Theme -- Summary of Codes

Human Resources Theme Code

Number of
Coded
Segments
50

Example

TABLE 7 (continued)
Employee Fear

28

Employee Pivot

24

Organizational Culture

19

Personnel Changes

16

Organizational Structure

10

Resistance to Change

9

Learning

7

Group Dynamics

4

Well, a lot of people were concerned (F500
Senior Accountant)
We wanted to upgrade. We said, well, okay ,
automation is not going to replace all these
jobs , it’s going to allow people to do higher
value things. (F500 RPA Leader)
But he was definitely kind of that empire
building mindset. So I think part of it was like,
well, I don't use a bot then I can't keep up
with the work and then maybe I can get it
another person because I'm more important
if I have 7 people reporting to me instead of
five people reporting to me. (Logistics
Controller)
But to my knowledge, I don't believe they
had to add any headcount. In fact, I think
they actually might have lost a little bit of
headcount just through attrition. You know,
people like leaving on their own and, you
know, not having to necessarily backfill all the
positions that they lost through just natural
attrition. So I believe it did meet the objective
that they were they were trying to achieve.
(Logistics CIO)
maybe it's not the right employee that would
work well with that technology or that
automation, you know. So maybe some
people might need to be switched around a
little bit to make it a little more useful.
(Logistics CIO)
But I think there was some hesitation
because they didn't necessarily trust that it
was giving accurate data and, you know, it
was something new. A lot of people have
comfort in what they know, right? (Logistics
Controller)
yes, there will be a big curve learning curve.
(F500 Senior Accountant)
we had different people on the team having a
different response. VP, “yeah let's do it!” Me,
“aahhh, bad things can happen.”… So, it took
about a month for us to come together and
to say, OK, we're going to do this. It will be
fine. We'll work through any challenges.
(F500 Accounting Manager)
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TABLE 7 (continued)
Trust

4

Skepticism

2

Excitement

1

Recruitment

1

Codes for People Impact:

I know the people on that team. I trust them.
I know they do good work. Let’s dive into
this. (F500 Accounting Manager)
So initially I was a little skeptical of exactly
how the RPA would work (F500 Accounting
Manager)
some team members were excited (F500
Accounting Manager)
what changed, is our thought process about
recruiting and the type of person that we're
looking for. So, we brought on hired temps,
and then if they work out and we like
working, then they like working with us, we
look at bringing them on full time. And so,
we're having a lot of different screening
process for that (F500 Accounting Manager)
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The two most coded responses in the Human Resources theme were Employee Pivot and
Employee Fear. TABLE 8 presents additional selected transcripts from these codes.
TABLE 8: Selected Additional Case Study Evidence – Human Resources Theme: Employee Pivot and
Employee Fear

F500 Accounting Manager

F500 RPA Leader

Employee Pivot
The bots are not coming for our job. The bots are
helping us do boring, terrible things
They're taking away the boring, terrible parts of
right and making all of our work life better.
the folks on my team are settled in their position
and are not at all interested in moving.
You know, I think people worry about, you
know…What automation is going to do what
artificial intelligence is going to do. We've tried to
message it that this isn't about head count
reduction, that it's about a capacity increase,
about moving people to higher value work
We wanted to upgrade. We said, well, okay ,
automation is not going to replace on these jobs ,
is going to allow people to do higher value things
.
We got some, I think, value, organizational value,
employee relations value by training, upgrading
our existing employees.
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TABLE 8 (continued)

F500 RPA Professional

Logistics CIO

F500 Senior Accountant

F500 Accounting Manager

It's more it's more that we have freed people up
to do other things
People are able to focus on new projects that
they've had on the back burner, for sometimes
years.
I think that people who are at a certain level are
to give RPA their work. Move on to work that's at
their level. I've seen a lot of that. I don't see
people taking on more complex areas that are
above their grade
I would say most most companies, though,
they're in growth, like they're not necessarily
trying to reduce headcount, like they're just
trying to automate a lot of the manual tasks that
are just very repetitive and, you know, so that
they can have the employees that are currently
doing those tasks be more focused on strategic
or, you know, more imported items.
I think, unfortunately, the the few people that
are just not wanting to learn new skills, which,
you know, unfortunately, there's those out there
like that.
hopefully another position in the company that
hasn't been automated yet or they may no longer
have a home and in that company, you know, and
the position itself would go away...
And now I'm hands-off, I don't have to do that.
That will be handled at the end user.
I was thinking, even with this RPA come in and
we'll replace a lot more manual work, mindless
work. But on the other side, should we create
more xxxxx work, more, you know, like you're
saying, more value work for people
So I'm really happy that I don't have to do with
this manual work
Employee Fear
There was definitely a lot of fear.
Once I got over my initial trepidation and I felt
confident.
some team members were fearful that the bots
were coming for their jobs.
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TABLE 8 (continued)

F500 RPA Leader

F500 RPA Professional

Logistics CIO

F500 Senior Accountant

To move into other areas, I think it's become I
think it's become more of a sensitive thing.
I hate to say a big number because, you know,
because then if that adds up to 40 or whatever,
I'm going to get pressure to reduce headcount.
And I don't know what else is coming my way
that, you know, that I'm going to need people for.
So, I think there Is a growing concern about that.
sometimes individuals will get nervous when we
ask them how long their process takes, almost
thinking that it's an evaluation of of of them or
something like that.
one of the reasons why our hours estimates have
been inaccurate is sometimes people feel that
they're being evaluated by us or that their jobs
are on the line and they make something up and
they say, oh, this doesn't actually take me that
long at all.
they sort of sometimes act like it may be a
slippery slope to where their other processes are
automated. And, you know, maybe something
bad happens after that.
I think this was the one problem with the chat
bot with the original employee with it was.... I
think she was afraid like ... the chat bot was going
to take her job.
I think he was part of the problem as well,
because he ...he was someone that I think was a
little concerned with automation taking over
parts of his department's responsibility as well,
like I think he was also more concerned with
losing control.
Well, a lot of people were concerned
So if they can comfort their employee to tell
them the whole process. So maybe better use for
the RPA. I just feel like, you know, you have to
have this employee comfortable, to tell you
everything.
for me. I'm just in the beginning of my career.
You know, obviously everybody's scared losing
their job. For me, I want to create more
opportunity for me to learn stuff, learn new
things, learn new projects, getting my hand to do
more stuff.
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TABLE 8 (continued)
F500 Senior Accountant

Just saying I think the young generation the value
to learn. I think they're less scared than people
working in the same spot for a long time.

Employee Pivot reflects a respondent’s statements around the opportunity for a current
employee to pivot from their current role to another role in the organization if the employee’s current
responsibilities are reassigned to a bot. Responses around the topic of Employee Pivot were generally
positive, as noted by one RPA Leader’s sentiment:

We didn't really run into [RPA resistance] from the workers because they were just
glad to get rid of it (the tasks being automated). And, you know, it was the first things that
we did were the things that were really obvious that were mundane, high volume…hard
to keep people that would want to do [those tasks]. (F500 RPA Leader)
And a similar sentiment from a CIO at another firm:

I think for most companies, especially any company that is growing like us, I think the
number of jobs will stay the same. It will just be new jobs that have new responsibilities.
And hopefully employers can train existing employees to take those new jobs whenever
possible. (Logistics firm CIO)
The RPA Leader noted that over time, as more RPA bots were developed and deployed,
employees became more mindful of the RPA expansion in their organization. The initial appreciation for
offloading the mundane tasks to bots began changing to apprehension of job loss. The RPA team noted
the estimated hours saved by automating tasks began to decrease over time, with the belief that
managers in some areas were attempting to down-play the potential RPA benefit.
The expansion of computer processing capacity and granularity of data has created an age of
“big data,” where firms can store more volumes of extensive information and from that information
prepare more sophisticated analysis of their business (Warren Jr, Moffitt, & Byrnes, 2015). Growing
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enterprise system resources can compile financial and operational data, further expanding the depth of
analysis to include service information after sales, and customer behavior (Vasarhelyi, Kogan, & Tuttle,
2015). The researcher proposes the capacity for RPA to integrate with data warehouse information and
produce business information can relieve the experienced professional management accountants to
pivot to the areas of analysis that require judgement to advise management in more strategic matters.
This is consistent with the theme of “taking the robot out of the human,” that has been reflected by
many RPA proponents (Osmundsen, Iden, & Bygstad, 2019).
The Employee Fear code represented the employee’s fear of job loss due to the RPA
implementation. Some of the reflections of fear were direct and expressed, while others were inferred
from hints in conversation with management and the technology implementation team who were
documenting the existing business processes.
This point is illustrated in the following quote:

There was definitely a lot of fear. And to be honest, I have learned a little bit of why
we needed this... But in my team, some team members were excited, and some team
members were fearful that the bots were coming for their jobs. So, I basically didn’t
involve people who were fearful ... I kind of kept them in the dark until we were [in the]
tuning implementation phase because I already had my own concern that I basically kept
with my manager and up. I didn't need anyone else's concern feeding mine. And also, the
bots are not coming for our job. The bots are helping us do boring, terrible things. (F500
Accounting Manager)
Automation research noted that workers are afraid that automation will replace their jobs,
which could lead to workers resisting the automation implementation and additionally attempting to
disrupt the implementation process by understating the potential benefit and steering the
implementation team away from their work area (Fernandez & Aman, 2018). The fear that leads to the
resistance or technology disruption leads to greater challenges for firms to build a technology education
and acceptance process for their workforce (Fernandez & Aman, 2018). In a 2018 Pew Report,
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respondents from countries around the world stated that they believe the nature of work will change
due to the continuing expansion of automation in the workplace and that change will reduce the
number of available jobs (Wike & Stokes, 2018). The fear of automation replacing jobs extends to a
concern of expanded inequality where the investment in automation benefits a small section of the
population while the larger sector struggles with economic hardships of unemployment (D. A. Spencer,
2018). Understanding the fear of automation and how this fear has been expressed relative to the
expansion of RPA will help firms better plan for communicating RPA implementation to their employees
and manage RPA implementation.
In addition to Employee Fear, the People Impact theme also includes other attributes that
reflect aspects of employee buy-in to new technology such as trust, resistance to change, and
skepticism. Changes such as new technology in the workplace can generate employee reactions, such as
concerns for job loss (Cullen, Edwards, Casper, & Gue, 2014). Employees’ perception of change in the
workplace impacts employee satisfaction and job performance (Cullen et al., 2014). Earlier technology
implementation research noted that users feel a threat of loss of control over their workday, and
additionally, system users are the ideal resource for guidance for implementation risks and support for
change management (Vaughan, 2001). Because of the employees’ unique ability to provide direct user
feedback on system use and performance, employee participation in the technology implementation
project is the greatest need to ensure project success (Vaughan, 2001).

Theme 2 – Technology
TABLE 9 reflects a summary of the number of codes within the Technology theme and examples
of transcript segments associated with the code.
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TABLE 9: Technology Theme – Summary of Codes

Technology Theme Codes

Number of Coded
Segments

Example

Bot Development

34

Technology Risk

33

Bot Monitoring

22

Exception Handling

21

We did a lot of testing before we
launched it. So, we would test old
invoices that really didn't make a big
impact. And we tested a small range
of [facilities] or date range of
invoices, and that worked out pretty
well. The process that we're working
on now is actually uploading assets to
the subledger. (F500 RPA Leader)
people like me who are imagining the
bot making some terrible mistake
and duplicating some activity a
thousand times (F500 Accounting
Manager)
So, we've learned the bot doesn't like
really short invoice numbers. So, if
you have an invoice number of one,
it doesn't like that. I think if it’s three
characters or less, it kinks up the
work. For some reason the bot is just
like, “why is that invoice number so
short? I don't like it. I'm not going to
move it.” (F500 Accounting Manager)
We build our automation to be
robust enough to handle exceptions
and we build that into the
automation from the start. And with
each with each
automation, if there is an exception
where the automation has to come
to a stop, the developer who created
that automation is sent an email
immediately and that that person will
go into blue prism, find out what
caused the exception, and then
create another built-in exception
handling (F500 RPA Leader)
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TABLE 9 (continued)
System Updates

19

Export to Excel

6

Codes for Technology:

135

We recently upgrade to the Lixux, so
our Excel template journal entries is
not working. The old one is not
working. We need to issue a new one
at that point, our RPA bot is not
working. Because the RPA bot only
recognize the old template that we
create. But at this point, after the
upgrade, it won't work anymore
(F500 Senior Accountant)
So we export everything from the
billing system into Excel. And then,
well, we actually kind of tweak the
process little bit. (Logistics Controller)

Three of the four most coded respondent statements in the Technology theme were Bot
Development, Bot Monitoring, and Exception Handling. These aspects are all closely related to the
technology configuration and management of the RPA bots and may be collectively thought of as bot
governance. TABLE 10 presents additional selected bot governance transcripts. The fourth, Technology
Risk, is a common risk management topic for most organizations and should be considered in all aspects
of bot development and on-going monitoring. For example, Kokina & Blanchette (2019) noted the RPA
bot development provides an opportunity to ensure internal controls are effectively replicated in the
automated environment (Kokina & Blanchette, 2019). Bot development should follow a software
development life cycle approach that includes a formal process of quality control and evaluation
(Harrast, 2020).
TABLE 10: Selected Additional Case Study Evidence – Technology Theme: Bot Governance Codes
Bot Development
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TABLE 10 (continued)

F500 Accounting Manager

F500 RPA Leader

Logistics Controller

We did a lot of testing before we launched it. So,
we would test old invoices that really didn't make
a big impact. And we tested a small range of
restaurants or date range of invoices, and that
worked out pretty well. The process that we're
working on now is actually uploading assets to
the subledger.
I didn't realize how much they were doing after
we provided our input. But in this most recent
more complex process where we're uploading
assets to the subledger via the bot
For people at other companies, they may have to
do more than what we have. We basically have a
webpage that documents the bot in process, and
the bots that have gone live.
we sat down with the team member and he was
asking brutally detailed questions, some of which
we didn't have the answer to
So, there's really just a matter of them telling us
what they do. Step by step by step. And for us to
for us to code the software to do those steps.
Overall, the problems with doing RPA projects are
that the clients
And, you know, sometimes it's hard to get the
answers from them that you need when you
need them. So that's just general program issue
that we have with. I imagine all companies have
that
the two things that hold us up, are really getting
with the client to answer questions. When you
get into testing, when we do, we give them
information and they have to look at it and get
back to us. And then the other thing is just
getting the access through IT into their systems.
I mean, he launched the first one and probably
the first maybe two months.
And he sent a lot of questions back, which I
deferred ever to my accounting manager because
I had never. I never actually did this process at all.
So was not the best person to, you know, to give
answer questions about how it actually matched
the wrong career. I didn't know it matched the
wrong carrier.
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TABLE 10 (continued)

Logistics Controller

F500 RPA Professional

Logistics CIO

I could not get that manager and [CIO] couldn't
get him to commit the time to sit down with him
and work with him on it and give him feedback.
[CIO] would have it running, and he would say
like, "Hey, I've got the chat about running and I'm
going to..." ... It would be sending ...the guy's
name [redacted], ...it would be sending [him]
examples and not responding directly to to the
third party. But it would create the response and
then it would put it in a queue for like [manager]
to review and then give Justin feedback. And he
just wouldn't review it and give him feedback.
We had blue prism running on three or four
laptops that were locked in the conference room.
For us today we have our own dedicated servers
in the data center
And sometimes we can observe them doing the
process. That's the best way. But that's not
always possible
In my experience, most of our automation that
we do, we develop are what we call partially
manual automation
Where the bots will pick up the process at the
beginning and then somewhere in the middle, or
perhaps at the end, one of our employees will
have to do something with the process.
Ours automations go from development, where
they're being built to testing, a testing server,
where it's using live data in a in an artificial fake
environment and then to the production server
where it's released to [the company’s] server and
actually put into use
before we do anything it has to pass from
development server to the testing server, it has
to be peer reviewed and signed off on
One thing that I I would think of was like a
lessons learned. Having..... Having the actual,
...Let's say, like, you know,.... the actual staff that
are directly involved with the process that you're
automating.... Probably having them a little more
involved in the overall process from the
beginning
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I think I think if you already have a pretty strong
internal I.T. team then..., you know, especially if
you have an internal development team that has
experience with developing and implementing
...., I think you already have a lot of the internal
expertise, like you're probably better off doing it
yourself
you want everything to be work before we roll it
out. This whole process. So we did like two or
three months testing the RPA bot before we
rolled out to every department
F500 Senior Accountant
Also, we do the tests. Make sure the RPA emails
receive the information. If it doesn't receive the
information, kick back or email to us. So we know
there was something wrong
Bot Monitoring
So thus far, we've had very few errors. We are
monitoring it. We get a daily report that shows us
the activity. If something looked strange there. I
and two other team members have access to the
various report. That's our on-going process.
I would say our error rate has stayed pretty
static.
And the main thing that we've seen is that we've
learned why the errors are coming up
500 Accounting Manager
So, for the most part, our errors are the bot goes
to unmerge an invoice and it can’t. Or the bot
goes to requeue an invoice, and it can’t. Or the
bot moves something where it shouldn't be.
Another issue that was seen is in the requeuing,
we requeue certain invoices based on the
project. So there are certain project numbers
where on the input side, the project number
would indicate it should go to this queue. Based
on how the bot was written. But in some cases,
that's not right queue to put it in.
The next day after the upgrade and anything that
broke or whatever, you have to go in and fix
So there is a constant monitoring and tweaking
that goes on with RPA programs.
F500 RPA Leader
It just means that the guy that monitors are
operating environment has to get online the next
morning. And for any other nation that didn't
complete, you know, go in and figure out what
happened to fix it .
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TABLE 10 (continued)
F500 RPA Leader

Logistics Controller

Logistics CIO

F500 Senior Accountant

The number of exceptions that the automation
has run into that Ann deals with that comes from
the input. . It would be interesting, I suppose, to
monitor those, but we don’t.
His process ran. But we also... somebody still did
it manually and they let him know, hey, the files
are ready and we email them to him and he
would kick off his process, but then the Payables
Clerk on my team would still do her manual
process. And then she would send him her
manual file and he would compare his results to
what she had and then tweak the process. And
the next week would be the same thing.
So he's actually doing like a three way check,
checking the Excel to the billing system, to the
transportation management system. And then
he's actually pinging as well. The I.D. we have set
up in Great Plains, which may be different from
all the other I.D.s and pulling a match and if they
can't match, she's flagging it as in error for
someone to manually look at
Yeah, well, not a lot, but like a few validation
steps along the way to where the COGS process
would, you know, perform the first X number of
steps,
and then it would notify the department that
those steps were done and then they can go in
and just kind of do a quick validation to make
sure that everything looks okay and then they
could trigger it to take the next steps
You know, just to kind of keep like the human the
human validation as part of it. And so we did
implement that just to try and mitigate any risk of
like the bot, you know, doing something, you
know, whether it be from some outside influence
or just like something, you know, a bug in the bot
or etc., you know, for something happening,
especially in the early steps.
I own the RPA process with my manager so when
things like this happen. I would say the e-mails
and communication between my department and
RPA department for the record
So every time these things happen, we noticed
right away. Because every single email has my email and my leader's email in there. So anything
happen that we will notice
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Exception Handling
You don't know what exceptions you have before
it's automated because people just handle them
and it doesn't really surface. Once you automate
it, the number of transactions, that say, have a
bad invoice number, where you're expecting
numbers and there's letters or something like
F500 RPA Leader
that
Those exceptions go right to people like Ann to
fix because it's basically coming from the input
that they sent to the bot. So we don't have a
good tracking for... We don't centrally track
exceptions like that.
I don't think they would have a problem knowing
how to do it or understanding because they still
even with the exceptions that are flagged, they're
probably looking at anywhere from 30 to 40,
maybe even 50 exceptions every week. So they
understand the process. So I think, if, you know,
if the bot didn't work, they would just take the
exception process, and instead of looking at 30,
40, 50, they'd look at 2,500..,
in my conversations with [CIO], I always told him,
I said, "If it's not a 100% guaranteed match, I
want it to fail and kick an exception" I don't want
to set any kind of, you know, any kind of leeway
Logistics Controller
because it it could be a legitimate error.
You don't want to stay like if it's within 50 dollars,
just assume that's OK, because it could be within
50 dollars. But it's legitimate error, so we
generate more exceptions than we normally
would, because if it's not 100 percent solid, it
kicks back as an exception. And that's on all the
processes we automate.
I think the volume has been fairly consistent from
a percentage standpoint. Now as [the company]
has grown, the absolute number of exceptions
have grown. But I think as a percentage I would
say there is been pretty consistent
We build our automation to be robust enough to
F500 RPA Professional
handle exceptions and we build that into the
automation from the start.
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F500 RPA Professional

Logistics CIO

And with each with each automation, if there is
an exception where the automation has to come
to a stop, the developer who created that
automation is sent an email immediately and that
that person will go into blue prism, find out what
caused the exception, and then create another
built-in exception handling
we code the automation to handle exceptions
that we know we're going to exist.
Every automation is set to handle a power
outage, for example, but there are automation
specific exceptions that have to be built in and
we build those in as best as we can.
And then every time an automation does have an
exception that the bot isn't coded to handle, we'll
just add that that will create a new code and the
Blue Prism RPA software that we have is so
robust that once we do that once or twice, and
sometimes it never, never needs to happen, but
once we build new exceptions, I mean we really...
the automations will run until there is a system
change or until we tell it to stop
We will find common exceptions among our
automations and adjust everything accordingly
We don't really have a permanent file of all of our
exceptions. Blue Prism has a work queue that's
just a massive log of everything complete. And
we can dig into that and filter if we need to. So
there is the capability to do that, but we don't
really have that many problems or we need to do
that
And it is probably something companies should
think about it. Like they implement automated
processes and then they have turnover. They
should always, you know, kind of keep those old
SOPs that they had on how to do everything
manually and maybe just make sure the current
employees are maybe somewhat familiar with
the process of what's the bot's doing so that if it
does break...and if they have to manually process
on a given day or week until they can have the
bot fixed, so that way they can pull out the SOP
and at least try and struggle their way through
it... You know, they get the stuff done manually
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Logistics CIO

We've we've definitely seen like exception go
down, you know, in the very beginning. Like there
was obviously definitely some errors that we had
to look at the exceptions in and figure out what
was going on
I think that in the last, say, three, roughly three
months, you know, I would say, you know, since
like the holidays, you know, January 1st, if not
before, and like we've only had one one issue
that was found that we had to correct. I mean,
it's gotten pretty... Pretty good as far as like free
of any exceptions or errors
It's definitely improved over time, too. Like
there's always.... because it's, you know, a little
more trying to actually read human language,
which is not perfect, like natural language
processing ...like it does its best... But I mean, as
of like we all know, like, you know, sometimes
you say something to Alexa and it doesn't
understand what you're saying....You know, so
like the language processing technology is
definitely getting better, but it's still
not perfect.
When we first implemented it... It was probably
able to successfully process roughly 10 percent of
the requests coming in, and now I think it does
roughly on a daily. I haven't looked at in the last
couple of weeks, but like it was to where ....I
mean, it was doing probably 65 to 75 percent of
it accurate or, you know, accurately to my
knowledge, you know, they like the exceptions
they would send back.

The goal of bot development is to replicate an existing manual process, and the workers
currently performing those processes should be incorporated into bot planning, development, and
testing. Involvement of the human workers mitigates two potential risks: the risk of bot failure, and the
risk of resistance to implementation by the human workers (Syed et al., 2020). Involving the human
workers helps mitigate the risk of bot failure by seeking guidance and input from the workers currently
performing the processes. Those workers are closest to the individual tasks, the sequences in which they
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are performed, and have the greatest insight into the potential interruptions in the process that would
result in a bot failure or exception in an automated process. One of the primary affirmations of RPA is
the user-friendly configuration that does not require complex, command-line programming. The
complexity of application programming and traditional ERP system integration is absent from an RPA
implementation; however, RPA implementation has key development considerations. Firms must take
care in selecting the right processes for implementation (Santos, Pereira, & José Braga, 2019). While the
RPA benefits of cost savings, increased efficiency, and error reduction are promoted benefits, the risks
of selecting the wrong process can lead to wasted resources and the opportunity cost of losing the
potential gains in efficiency from careful process selection (Santos et al., 2019).
The Logistics firm Controller expressed a specific planning need to ensure they would manage
exceptions when the bot went live:

And so on every process that we automated, in my conversations with [the
developer], I always told him, I said, "If it's not a 100% guaranteed match, I want it to fail
and kick an exception" I don't want to set any kind of, you know, any kind of leeway
because it could be a legitimate error. You don't want to stay like if it's within 50 dollars,
just assume that's OK, because it could be within 50 dollars. But it's legitimate error, so
we generate more exceptions than we normally would, because if it's not 100 percent
solid, it kicks back as an exception. And that's on all the processes we automate. (Logistics
firm Controller)
As the participant stated, this approach required 100% matching of the bot to the process, for
example matching the shipping vendor incoming billing information to their pre-assigned vendor codes,
and while it created some additional work by generating more bot exceptions than if the firm had
allowed some leeway for variations, this policy established the highest threshold for accuracy, which
was the firm’s objective with the bot implementation. The other participant firm expressed their process
to plan for and respond to bot exception handling as follows:
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We build our automation to be robust enough to handle exceptions and we build
that into the automation from the start. And with each automation, if there is an
exception where the automation has to come to a stop, the developer who created that
automation is sent an email immediately and that person will go into blue prism, find out
what caused the exception, and then create another built-in [process for] exception
handling. (F500 RPA team)
Bot Monitoring and Exception Handing reflect the process an organization uses to observe the
bot’s performance and evaluate the bot’s effectiveness performing the automated tasks. RPA has been
defined as a process automation that replicates human work steps and is most effective for highly
repetitive, rules-based work steps with low exception rates (Aalst et al., 2018). The highly repetitive
nature of such work that is subject to human errors should be structured with a rules-based system as to
minimize the number of process exceptions an RPA bot would encounter that would cause the bot to
fail, as a bot will effectively follow a rules-based process, but lacks the capacity for subjective judgment
that a human could apply. An RPA bot follows a programmed series of steps in response to the inputs
into the process, such as receiving a vendor invoice in the procure to pay (“P2P”) cycle. RPA exceptions
generally occur when the bot receives an unexpected input, such as an incorrect format for a vendor
identification number, or missing vendor identification number. Exception handling is the process to
resolve the bot exception. The bot will identify the exception and move the paused transaction into a
separate queue where a human will investigate the cause and seek to resolve the exception (Garde et
al., 2017). The exception resolution includes reading the bot processing history for the specific
transaction, correcting the error on the specific transaction, and updating the bot programming to
accommodate for the new process input in the future which will allow the future transactions to
complete without errors (Torkhani, Laval, Malek, & Moalla, 2018).
Participants noted in addition to bot exceptions from transaction processing, bot failures can
occur after server operating system upgrades, which may cause server or application software to no
longer integrate correctly with the bot application. In response to those errors, one participant noted:
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We just monitor the production environment. The next day after the upgrade and
anything that broke or whatever, you have to go in and fix. So, there is a constant
monitoring and tweaking that goes on with RPA programs.
It just means that the guy that monitors our operating environment has to get online
the next morning, and for any other [process] that didn't complete, you know, go in and
figure out what happened to fix it. (F500 RPA Leader)
Kirchmer & Franz 2019 noted RPA, like any automation technology, includes risks. Those risks
may arise from poorly documented processes that lead to incomplete business rules which create downstream errors or process exceptions (Kirchmer & Franz, 2019).

Theme 3 – Financial Impact
Unlike prior generations of locally installed technology, subscription-based RPA resources do not
require significant preliminary capital investments (Alali & Yeh, 2012). Cloud-based services are also
easily scalable to meet changing needs of a firm , without large capital outlay or the cost of unused idle
assets (Alali & Yeh, 2012). Technology infrastructure assets are one of the most expensive costs for
organizations, and cloud-based services help mitigate the risk of obsolescence in a rapidly evolving
technology environment (Du & Cong, 2015). Application configuration costs have historically been an
expensive and time-consuming aspect of technology implementation. RPA tools are designed to be
intuitive and able to be configured by a user without a background in computer programming
(Willcocks, Lacity, & Craig, 2017), which reduces the cost of expensive coders, and opens RPA to a much
broader audience of firms and users.
Table 11 reflects a summary of the number of codes within the Financial Impact theme and
examples of transcript segments associated with the code.
TABLE 11: Financial Impact Theme – Summary of Codes
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TABLE 11 (continued)

Financial Impact Theme Codes

Number of
Coded
Segments

Example

Return on Investment

42

General Ledger

11

Internal Controls

9

Accounts Payable

7

Financial Cost

2

Organizational Growth

2

if we can save someone 40 hours per
week for one year, that's great. We'll
do that. But if we can save someone
five hours a week for when it takes a
year and a half for us to break even.
We get back to break even we won't
do that because a system could
change and it's going to take too long
to develop. (F500 RPA Professional)
And we have this template set up
kind of like, you know, we can have
the information in the template. As
long as we didn't put it time at the
time, it's not proper. For example,
this inovice I received in January, but
actually the service will start March.
So I could set up in a template that
starting in January (F500 Senior
Accountant)
I didn't have I didn't have issues
about internal controls related to
setting up the bot because we had all
these problems before the bot came
along. The bot just makes it easier to
find the problem to be completely
honest (Logistics Controller)
those bots were just touching where
invoices were getting categorized
and that allowed us to work in
production. (F500 Accounting
Manager)
We won't do automation that give
one hour back to the business. (F500
RPA Leader)
So, to give some perspective, we in
2017, acquired [another brand]. So
that's our most recent brand and we
didn’t add to head out.
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TABLE 11 (continued)
Organizational Growth

Codes for Financial Impact:

73

So that was 100 plus [locations].
We’re already at 1,700 [locations]. So
that did make a big impact. (F500
Accounting Manager)

Return on Investment (“ROI”) was by far the most coded item in the Financial Impact theme,
reflecting a significant importance to the participants and their firms. TABLE 12 presents additional
selected Financial Impact transcripts, focused on Return on Investment and General Ledger, the two
most frequently coded Financial Impact transcript segments.
TABLE 12: Selected Additional Case Study Evidence -- Financial Impact Theme
Return on Investment

F500 RPA Leader

You know, this they both say go over 20 hours a
week apiece. And for us, that's a good project.
You know, if you can get something done in a
month, and you save 20 hours a week, then you
basically you’ve paid it back in about eight weeks,
right? Forty hours a week. So, there's four for
every four every week, you save twenty hours
and then you multiply that times eight weeks.
That's one hundred and sixty hours. And that's
about how many hours somebody works on a
project for a month.
if you have a payback period , anything that you
can pay back within , you know , if you can pay it
back within a year , even if the developer costs
twice as much as as the person , you know , the
keyer or whatever you want to call it .
what we're trying to do is not focus in detail on
the measurements like the hour cost of a
developer versus the hour cost of the client or
looking at...You know, you can do return on
investment. You can do internal rate of return.
You can do a net present value. You can use
payback period. There’s so many different ways
you can measure projects.
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TABLE 12 (continued)

F500 RPA Leader

F500 RPA Professional

that measurement is the payback period.
Payback period has a flaw in it that it doesn't deal
with the time value of money. You know, it's it's
it's basically in textbooks a kind of a shunned way
of looking at investments. For RPA, it's a good
way to do it because it's not an investment like
that. It’s not an investment that you can get your
money back out,
To look at it over a short period of time. Systems
change and all that. When you do a project, you
never know how long the case flow is going to go.
So we settled on a simple measure, which is
payback period. If you can pay back the hours
within, you know, even within six months, then
you know that if the project only lasts six months,
which they always last. So, if we've been in these
two years and we've only retired, a couple things
Marketing material that talks about return on
investment. And they basically give you business
cases of other clients that have implemented.
They tend to…they always use a return on
investment, and you know, they're always
showing that projects are returning over a 100
percent return on investment is what they always
show . But, I don't. I don't believe….I don't know.
100% return on investment means it took a year
to get their money back, our part of the project.
They've made as much as they invested during
that during that year. But it doesn't mean that
the that the project's going to keep returning that
much in year two and year three.
we have had automations where we estimate
savings of one hundred hours per week and they
end up being 50. And then we've had it go the
other way where automation saves much more
time than we estimated.
It's very hard for someone to say how many
hours per month or per week they spend on
something because it varies in most cases.
They recommend how many hours they'd like us
to save for the business every year. And we're
trying to get to that number every day. We want
to make sure we're honest when we tell them
we're saving 20 hours per week with this
automation or 15 with that
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TABLE 12 (continued)

F500 RPA Professional

Logistics CIO

F500 Senior Accountant

Logistics Controller

F500 Senior Accountant

we're always trying to estimate it. And it's tough.
Some people just don't know.
I was always sort of of the NPV method mindset.
And when I joined the RPA team, we're more
focused on the payback period mindset.
And that's because what I mentioned earlier
about changes in systems and the risk that
presents to our automation and then the amount
of time it takes to develop the automations.
I tell everyone I meet with that we're we're really
focused on hours back to the business and
payback period.
As far as RPA, you know, if you if you're users
aren't going to be accepting of it like you're
basically just wasting your money
I think [the company] hasen’t fully used the
benefit of the RPA yet
I think there still more opportunities to explore.
This RPA process work when there was a manual
at my desk. It's taking a lot of time from me. It's
kind of like 20 percent of my time or 30 percent
my time.
Because I was working really closely with the RJ
RPA process. So I do notice, I feel like this RPA is
not that, it's not that flexible as we were sold.
General Ledger
from a customer receivable, from an AR
standpoint and a revenue standpoint, we would
just do a lump sum journal entry.
RPA bot is I do the recurring journal entries,
which, you know, every department has it. The
number or amount is pretty static.
for example, and this recurring journal entries is
for for expense, let's say freight expense and we
have a U.S. company and it's a thousand dollar
and then we want
The prepay software invoice make our I.T. were
bot a software, for example. We bought Oracle
and we paid this for two years and for this service
and we need to distribute this evenly for every
year or biweekly when we have a 52 week. Well,
51 weeks.
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TABLE 12 (continued)

F500 Senior Accountant

So that's just for prepay software and then
there's software for property accounting. I think
they're handling different, but that they know
more than I do. For those things, because when I
got it, I just got the information like this one
member how much we need spending for every
month and you put into the system. The reason I
know more about prepay because I know a lot of
prepay reconciliations, so I know more
background about the prepaid software
And we have this template set up kind of like, you
know, we can have the information in the
template. As long as we didn't put it time at the
time, it's not proper. For example, this invoice I
received in January, but actually the service will
start March. So I could set up in a template that
starting in January. But I that single invoice from
will run from the the RPA.... And I knew about
mine not. They won't notice. OK. This one is
future one. I'm just ignore this one until I hit
March
think the one thing they concerned by not much
concern because you and you said submit
information's the RPA bot will, give you a ADI
journal entry, which is a final journal entry. And
your manager and the person who submitted it.
Me and my managers and one person from the
RPA teams, we all can see it.

Early information technology ROI research indicated there was no relationship between
technology investment and performance outcomes (Dehning & Richardson, 2002), often labeled as the
“productivity paradox” in early information technology research. As information technology research
evolved, the perspective on how IT contributes to the firm evolved. Early technology research valued
the benefit of investments in information technology using a traditional financial ROI calculation (Chae,
Koh, & Prybutok, 2014). This perspective of traditional financial ROI calculation would shift over time, to
a belief that firms with access to more robust IT recourses would harbor a significant competitive
advantage (Chae et al., 2014) Firms will lose the competitive advantage previously held due to
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investment in expensive IT infrastructure investments as more broadly available resources were
accessible to all firms (Chae et al., 2014). Tallon, Kraemer, et. al (2000) are credited with the shift to a
process-oriented perspective of technology valuation, where they proposed that technology resources
create an impact throughout the supply chain process and result in a significant contribution to overall
firm performance (Tallon, Kraemer, & Gurbaxani, 2000). Tallon et al.’s paper solicited executive’s
feedback through a survey, but the theoretical linkage of process to profitability was not supported with
a model. Scheepers and Scheepers (2008), like others, noted the continuing challenges with IT valuation
in a firm and the lag time from the initial investment in technology resources to the date when that
technology begins providing benefit to the firm (Scheepers & Scheepers, 2008). Scheepers & Scheepers
research noted a single business process (order taking) was enhanced, and led to increased order
processing throughput. The Scheepers & Scheepers paper reflected how technology improvements in a
process embedded within a supply chain may impact other downstream events in the supply chain as
the mechanism for overall contributions to firm performance. However, like the Tallon, et. al. paper that
came before, Scheepers and Scheepers do not suggest a mechanism for quantitative evaluation of ROI.
Investments in information technology resources have historically sought to consider capacity
planning to meet peak use, and ensure technology resources like memory, processor capacity and
storage would be provisioned to accommodate peak use. However, as technology resources rarely
operated at full capacity, the result was often significantly underutilized technology resources, and a
waste of financial resources from overspending (Misra & Mondal, 2011). The advent of cloud computing
and software as a service (“SaaS”) allowed firms to quickly acquire technology resources without the
historically large lead time for procurement efforts and technology configuration. Cloud computing
subscription services reduce or eliminate the upfront cash requirement of traditional on-site technology
assets and the related configuration costs. (Garrison, Wakefield, & Kim, 2015). Cloud services
additionally partially mitigate the risk of waste from technology obsolescence or technology
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abandonment (Garrison et al., 2015). Cloud-based or SaaS services were also readily scalable, allowing
firms to add to their infrastructure resources as needed and not overspend on idle technology (Avram,
2014). A search of the literature results in authors stating broadly that RPA benefits are expected to
include cost savings through reduction of personnel and increased efficiency, though the literature lacks
studies that quantify RPA savings. Anagnose (2018) proposed establishing key performance indicators
such as the reduction of human effort and robot exceptions as a mechanism to measure ROI
(Anagnoste, 2018). One early case study stated that a European telecommunications firm replaced
several hundred employees with 160 RPA bots that processed 400,000 – 500,000 monthly transactions
(Lacity & Willcocks, 2016). It would be difficult to calculate a precise RPA ROI from the Lacity and
Wilcocks 2016 case study, as the generalized benefit of reducing “hundreds” of employees over such a
broad range of transaction count would be imprecise without more definitive employee counts and
transaction volume. An ROI calculation would also require the cost inputs, which were lacking in this
case. As additional bots are duplicated and deployed over time, we can assume the as the cost to
replicate a bot is relatively low compared to the initial development cost resulting in an increasing RPA
ROI over time. Firms may initially focus on easily replicated, high-volume processes and over time
develop bots for more complex and lower volume transactions, which may result in a lower ROI for later
bot development.
Participant firms for this study reflected RPA ROI as a key measurement of RPA success. This
sentiment is reflected in participant statements such as, “hours back to the business,” as metrics used to
evaluate the existing manual process as an RPA candidate, and to further assess the success of the RPA
deployment.
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Specific ROI related statements included:

If you can pay it back within a year, even if the developer costs twice as much as the
person, you know, the keyer or whatever you want to call it. You have a payback within
two years. Well, that's a 50 percent return on your investment. So, you know, very few
things that you can invest in that have those kind of payoffs.
So what we're trying to do is not focus in detail on the measurements like the hour
cost of a developer versus the hour cost of the client or looking at... There are so many
different ways you can measure projects, and rather than spend all our time on measuring
things, we just settled on one measurement…
And that measurement is the payback period. Payback period has a flaw in it that it
doesn't deal with the time value of money… it's basically in textbooks, a kind of a shunned
way of looking at investments. For RPA, it's a good way to do it because it's not an
investment … where you can invest for a while and …pull your capital back out and
reinvest it someplace else. The hours that you have spent on a computer, you know, on a
project like this, an automation project, you never get that time back.
To look at it over a short period of time. Systems change...So we settled on a simple
measure, which is payback period. (F500 RPA Leader)
We'll have the individual just tell us what they're doing right now manually, without
any automation. We'll ask them to explain to us what they'd like the bot to do or give us
a description of the automation. And then we will...We'll spend a good amount of time
asking them how long their process takes so that we can calculate how many hours back
to [the firm, redacted] we can give per week, which is which is the number, as I mentioned
earlier, was the key number that we used to kind of rank our automations. (F500 RPA
Professional)
To determine the RPA metric for this study, participant firms’ RPA teams would first meet with
the operational department and seek to gain an understanding of the process that was requested for
automation. If the high-level assessment provided initial positive indication of significant human hours
saved, the RPA team would then begin an in-depth process assessment to document all existing steps in
the business process that was a candidate for automation, and during this documentation, prepare a
more thorough analysis of the potential human hours saved by automation. The participant firms
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focused on maximizing the number of hours saved, without regard to the hourly rate of the employee
performing the role. The participant firms noted if the hourly rate was applied to the hours saved,
different processes would return different amounts of savings in compensation dollars.

Theme 4 – Business Processes
Table 13 reflects a summary of the number of codes within the Business Process theme and
examples of transcript segments associated with the code.
TABLE 13: Business Process Theme – Summary of Codes

Business Processes Theme Codes

Number of
Coded Segments

Example

Planning

24

Process Management

24

Project Management

14

our first step for myself, team members,
managers, was making a list of all of the
different types of tasks that seemed like
they may be eligible, especially for the first
time (F500 Accounting Manager)
I have to always keep reminding them
Great Plains is just a tool. Excel is just a
tool. It's like your car. If you need to go to
Publix, you drive in your car but if your car
doesn't work. You could walk or take the
bus or call a cab or ride your bicycle.
Because the point is getting the Publix. The
point isn't driving your car. And I think
that's the thing that a lot of people lose
sight of. (Logistics Controller)
the developers are computer science
backgrounds and they don't really
understand the debit and credit thing. So
having some people on the
team who can speak the language is very
important (F500 RPA Professional)
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TABLE 13 (continued)
Driver for Change

13

Managing Complexity

12

Operational Risks

8

Value-added Tasks

8

Non-value-added tasks

7

Organizational Efficiency

7

Executive Direction

4

Idea Generation

1

Codes for Business Process:

there's a lot of manual tasks that are
associated with our industry, which I mean,
I like to be thought about a lot of different
businesses. I guess you can go into any
industry and probably find a lot of manual
tasks, but it seems like there are certain
pieces of the accounting world that for
dealing with logistic, like just have a lot of
manual entry, a lot of manual data
manipulation. (Logistics CIO)
we wouldn't pay anything till we had
physical paper documents. So we actually
did this export from our system and then
someone had the lovely job of having a
stack of physical documents sitting on their
desk. It was probably three feet high and
then each week she sorted through that
stack of documents and pulled out the ones
that were ready to be paid and billed that
week and then sorted them and filed them
away. So we moved away from that
process relatively quickly because I was
afraid she was gonna get buried
underneath the pile of paperwork, to be
completely honest (Logistics Controller)
So we encourage the end user have a
backup person (F500 Senior Accountant)
We're looking a lot more closely at Excel
skills, and a lot less closely at how fast you
can work a ten key. (F500 Accounting
Manager)
my manager and myself are thinking of
what are things that are repetitive, boring
that we can get rid of. (F500 Accounting
Manager)
So, our goal and figuring out ways to do
more with less, or more with the same
(F500 Accounting Manager)
Our CFO predictably didn't want to hire
anybody. (F500 RPA Leader)
my role initially was essentially coming up
with ideas. (F500 Accounting Manager)
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The business processes theme reflected participants’ emphasis on business process
management related tasks. Table 14 presents additional selected Business Process theme transcripts,
focused on Planning and Process Management, the two most frequently coded Business Process
transcript segments
TABLE 14: Selected Additional Case Study Evidence – Business Process Theme
Planning

F500 Accounting Manager

F500 RPA Leader

our first step for myself, team members,
managers, was making a list of all of the different
types of tasks that seemed like they may be
eligible, especially for the first time,
So, evaluating our processes has allowed us to
say, “why do we do the things that we do?” What
matters? And if this went haywire or if we did it
quarterly instead of monthly, what would
happen?
we just try to find places within the company
where people are doing things on their keyboard,
that doesn't really require a lot of thought
spent some money with a consulting firm to
come in and do a proof of concept to show us
that it would work. And after about three
months, we were aware that that it would work
and we just decided to
We'd like to do things ourselves. We had the
infrastructure with I.T. . So I think it was cheaper
for us to leverage the resources that we had
I would tell them to only use full time developers.
Don't think that you can take some analyst and
he's got an extra 10 hours a week and that he's
going to be an RPA developer.
I think that we've wasted a lot of time trying to
train people that just wanted to learn how to do
it and then never used it . And it was a complete
waste of time.
We used we used business people, financial
people, math people, those kind of people. It
might have been better to use people that were
computer programmers to begin with. I think
those people probably would have been faster
learning it and using it.
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TABLE 14 (continued)

F500 RPA Leader

F500 RPA Professional

Logistics CIO

F500 Senior Accountant

The last person that we hired was an outside
person. that was an I.T. guy and work for [Big 4]
for a couple years and really, you know, kind of a
programmer analyst. And I think he's faster doing
automation and has better ways to do things
than the staff that we use. So, I probably lean
more to using, at least initially, higher skilled
developers that their background was in
computer programming.
Will there be any changes to your systems or to
the applications that we use, that the bot would
be using,
The biggest hurdle was getting the actual
manager level and the user level to dedicate the
time to actually, you know, kind of work with us
through requirements and then help us with
implementation. That's the only hurdle that
comes to mind that we came across
You know, it you know, of course, that it comes
up to really just to an opportunity cost discussion
there, you know, whether or not you do it
yourself or not. Because if you're, you know, is
cheaper to pay an outside implementation team
versus, you know, if your current I.T. team is so
buried with other more important development
projects
I would say on the other side, if you don't already
have an internal team, you're probably much
better off using an experienced implementation
team from the company that you're going to get
the bot from.
My manager worked with internal audit for a
really long time. He has a long experience
I think that will depend on the organizations and
a lot of ideas will come from the people who are
working on the project already. They have a
better
insight compared to the leaders and managers.
So you can take full advantage of the RPA, to
using it. Leaders, they don't know every single
little task.
Process Management
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TABLE 14 (continued)

F500 Accounting Manager

Logistics Controller

[RPA Leader] has some really talented developers
who were doing well at their present work and
kind of at a time when we see some of them
part time, some of them full time. And so, they
really took the lead on talking through the
processes with [RPA Leader]. They initially
recorded just a high-level summary of the
processes. Then his team would come over and
actually record someone on my move manually
doing the process.
my team would be doing like one little click, and
something that they don't think about.
we can have more of a review process over some
of our simpler assets. Because we were really not
able to dig into that sub review,
I wouldn't say we excel at change management,
to be honest
They own the process. And this was something
that I was concerned about. And thankfully,
they've been excellent with ownership. I didn’t
know if someone would write it and then they
would release it into the wild and then never
come back.
there have been few small processes that we
eliminated.
And if it caused us to take a step back, look at our
processes and really cut the cord on things that
aren't really linked to a real operational or
financial risk.
We bill weekly, so we would just do a weekly
journal entry from Great Plains to record the
activity for the week. So we would literally we
just had a customer in Great Plains called the
customers and was Sales. And if we billed five
hundred clients this week for five million dollars,
we would just do one journal entry into Great
Plains customer names. SALES was billed five
million dollars.
every 30 minutes or something like that, and
then pulls them into the system. And then when
it's when the process is finished running, it emails
the recipient and says, "hey, your files are ready."
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TABLE 14 (continued)

Logistics Controller

F500 RPA Leader

Logistics CIO

F500 Senior Accountant

Because people get caught up in building this
great tool, they get so proud of what they built
and everything. So that is my number one lesson
that I feel like we did a pretty good job on my
team doing but, I do wonder. And I don't say this
because I'm not there or this can happen if I'm
still there. What if three people down the road,
you know, because you get turnover, you don't
get a clerical technician, ... You're hiring people
that are twenty two years old. They're not going
to stay, but one to two years on average. Right?
always making sure the people are trained and
understand the process, not just a series of steps
to follow.
over time, the group has gotten better
they have brought me up to speed quickly on
how to...When conducting these interviews, how
to really, truly track someone's time
we're getting better, but it's never going to be
perfect.
I believe that you should also take the time as
you're looking to automate the process like
it...are There are ways you can improve the
process overall as well, not just automating the
manual steps.
we have a template sending out to them, they
make any adjustments or any information, adding
a line to the innoice, whatever they need to do
with the template we create that relate to the
RPA process and then they submit to the RPA
bot, which is the handle by the RPA, team and
then it will be automated
You can calculate from the invoice and then I
have to go back, double check that the number
they provide me is in line with the invoice and all
the approver is already approved this. And then I
collect all the information putting into old
template that is using at [the company] for a
really long time like key all the information to this
template and handing to my leader to get
approval and then putting into the oracle after I
put it into the oracle, There is another person.
who will check. Go back into the oracle. Check
everything I get
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Those coded items align with the Business Processes theme, as a business process is a set of
related tasks with a defined outcome that are executed in order to meet business needs by delivering a
service or product (Skrinjar, Bosilj-Vuksic, & Indihar-Stemberger, 2008) (Trkman, 2010). The current
literature lacks process mapping specific to RPA; therefore, this study draws from broader prior
literature of information technology process mapping. Karimi, et al. (2007) noted information
technology assets contribute to supporting the needs of business processes as a resource that helps
create value for the firm. The study noted technology enhances efficiency through automating existing
manual processes as a substitute for manual human labor, and by improving the manual business
processes, resulting in improved profitability as a means by which technology demonstrates its value to
the firm by increasing the efficiency of the business processes (Karimi, Somers, & Bhattacherjee, 2007).
Interview participants consistently reflected the importance of effective, well-documented
business processes, and the risks of automating ineffective processes, or incomplete process
documentation that would lead to disruption of the bots, as bot programming would mimic the process
as documented and configured.
Study participants highlighted this point:

We have a very proactive, high ownership RPA team. They really take responsibility
for understanding the process at a detailed level in a way that translates to how the RPA
has to be set up. For people at other companies, they may have to do more than what we
have. We basically have a webpage that documents the bot in process, and the bots that
have gone live. And then it also documents what the hiccups are, what’s upstream and
downstream. (F500 Accounting Manager)
It's critical to make sure that every one that's doing a process understands the
process and understands why you do the process, and that it is documented… But you've
got to understand the process behind what you're doing, because if you understand the
process behind what you're doing, if the tool that you're using fails to work, then you can
still do the process. (Logistics Firm Controller)
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The literature echoes this caution around incomplete process documentation leading to broken
automation. RPA planning requires thorough process documentation to chronicle the current process
steps and ensure those steps are accurately mapped into the RPA tool when the bot is developed. While
thorough process documentation is an arduous task that is itself subject to human error from both the
demonstrator and the document preparer, it is an essential core element of successful bot development
(Jimenez-Ramirez, Reijers, Barba, & Del Valle, 2019). A fundamental attribute of the early stages of RPA
planning is ensuring the processes targeted for automation are strong candidates for automation, and
processes analysis is key to this understanding (Leopold et al., 2018). TABLE 15 presents the four themes
associate with the 455 coded transcript segments and a summary of the key attributes identified within
each of the four themes.
TABLE 15: Summary of Key Themes
Theme
Human Resources – People Impact

Technology

Summary of Key Findings
While firms attempted to convey job security,
employees expressed fear of job loss.
Managers believe in the benefits of RPA, but
experienced staff-level workers may be more
fearful of job loss than younger workers.
Experienced workers may also be more resistant
to pivoting job roles as a result of RPA
implementation.
Dedicated developers are necessary to ensure
RPA project momentum.
Smaller firms would benefit from outsourcing
development to manage costs.

Financial Impact

Larger firms would benefit from using internal
developers who already have an understanding
of the business.
Return on investment was frequently stated by
the technology professionals, as a measure of
their success.
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TABLE 15 (continued)
Financial Impact
Business Processes

Cost containment during a growth cycle was
consistently cited as a driver for RPA
implementation.
Thorough business process documentation and
planning for the RPA deployment is important for
success.
Lack of thorough documentation is a leading
cause of bot exceptions and technology risk.
Strong change management and project
management teams are important for success.

Inter-rater Reliability
In response to the subjective nature of interview coding, measures were taken to validate the
interview research coding. The researcher prepared a “code book” including descriptions and examples
of each of the codes. After the initial coding of all interview transcripts, the researcher reread every
interview multiple times as an iterative process and compared the code book description to the prior
coded content to ensure consistency transcript segment coding. The researcher provided the code book
and training to a second experienced researcher who was not a part of the data collection. This second
coder then coded selections of two interviews based on the researchers training and used the code
book as guidance. The researcher and the second coder then compared the results of the coded
selections for agreement and discussed any clarification needed which was used as additional training
for the second coder. The second coder then coded the remainder of sampled population of the
interviews. The sampling methodology used the Lacy and Riffe model to confirm the volume of second
coded segments included a statistically valid sample size (Lacy & Riffe, 1996). After the second coder
completed coding, the primary researcher prepared an analysis of inter-rater reliability from the
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researcher to the second coder. Researchers can present meaningful data and study conclusions in a
qualitative study as a result of reliably data collection and analysis in a qualitative study (McHugh, 2012).
TABLE 16 presents the percentage agreement by case study participant comparing the researcher’s
thematic coding to the secondary coder’s thematic coding. The inter-rater reliably process confirms the
validity of the qualitative research, the consistency of the two coders, and authenticates the research
outcomes to the reader (Roberts, Dowell, & Nie, 2019). The commonly accepted target agreement
percentage is 80% or greater (Saldaña, 2015). The inter-rater reliably of this study ranged from 87% to
100% (TABLE 16).
TABLE 16: Inter-rater Reliably Percentage Agreement by Participant
Participant
Percentage Agreement
F500 Accounting Manager

90%

F500 RPA Leader

87%

F500 Technologist

92%

F500 Accounting Staff

100%

Logistics Firm CIO

93%

Logistics Firm Controller

100%

Analysis of Drivers, Experience, and Outcomes
The insight gained from the participant feedback evolved into the four themes identified above:
Human Resources – People Impact, Technology, Financial Impact, and Business Processes. The research
process revisited these four themes to seek an understanding of the drivers for RPA implementation,
RPA implementation experiences, and the outcomes of RPA implementation for the participant firms.
The interview participants provided key insights into each of the initial three lines of questions: the
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drivers, perceptions of implementation, and outcomes that were ensconced within each of the four
themes that emerged from coding the interview transcripts.

Drivers for RPA
The respondents were asked about the initial drivers for exploring RPA. The respondents from
all levels and both participating firms echoed a similar sentiment to identify a mechanism to meet the
increasing transaction volume that resulted from organic growth and corporate acquisitions while
limiting additional personnel costs.
Participants stated:

The bottom line is our CEO has said our primary way of growing is opening new
[locations] and acquiring additional brands. Well, we're acquiring brands and not
expecting an increase in headcount. So, our goal [is] figuring out ways to do more with
less, or more with the same.
So, to give some perspective, we in 2017, acquired [redacted]. So that's our most
recent brand and we didn’t add to head count. So that was 100 plus [locations]. We’re
already at 1,700 [locations]. So that did make a big impact. And of course, you know, your
most recent acquisition, you are finding your way through, you’re still learning them,
anything new they do requires more work. (F500 Accounting Manager)
The primary driver I would point to would be the acquisition of [redacted] when we
acquired that brand, our CFO...didn't want to hire anybody. And so we had all of this work
and we had nobody to do it. So …the company turned to RPA. (F500 RPA team)
Our initial process, oddly enough, when we first started moving into the truckload
realm was we wouldn't pay anything ‘till we had physical paper documents. So we actually
did this export from our system and then someone had the lovely job of having a stack of
physical documents sitting on their desk. It was probably three feet high and then each
week she sorted through that stack of documents and pulled out the ones that were ready
to be paid and billed that week and then sorted them and filed them away. So we moved
away from that process relatively quickly because I was afraid she was gonna get buried
underneath the pile of paperwork, to be completely honest. (National logistics firm
Controller)
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Return on investment was the single highest coded item in the Financial Impact theme, and the
need to ensure the RPA deployment would meet the increasing transactional volume with the existing
accounting staff was a key measurement for success with the participant firms. As noted in the Financial
Impact theme, the limited prior research and this study both noted firms that implemented RPA did so
with a limited ROI evaluation based on the number of human work hours saved or “returned to the
business” as participant firms echoed the same sentiment. This limited measurement of return on
investment did not consider the dollar value of the hours saved, and participants acknowledged differing
worker pay rates across an organization could result in one automated process providing a significantly
different level of benefit than another. Firms also noted the level of effort expended on more complex
human processes that required a more intensive configuration would potentially reduce the RPA ROI, at
least in the short run. An established RPA with minimal exceptions would have little on-going
operational costs and ROI would increase over time. Structuring an in-depth analysis of RPA ROI is an
opportunity for further research.

Implementation Experiences
Participants’ implementation experiences primarily reflected the importance of established and
well-documented business processes and incorporating the workers performing those functions into the
process documentation activity, while seeking to manage the potential employee resistance to the
automation implementation that was driven by employee fear. Implementation success is critically
dependent upon comprehensive business process documentation during the planning phase. In addition
to incorporating the current process owners into the process documentation activities, participants
reflected the need for effective project management to help ensure the implementation project
maintains momentum.
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The Logistic Controller expressed the importance of communicating the scope of the automated
service in advance to help settle employee fears:

The people that were doing it were more of a clerical type position…and I won’t say
hesitation, I felt like there was some uncertainty off of them, but I think it was more
general, just lack of understanding….Like..." what else am I going to do with my day?" But
just a lack of understanding…if you just said computer program that's going to run this. I
think that maybe wouldn't have been as intimidating to them.
Outcomes
A key outcome for one participant firm was the “lessons learned” from attempting to
implement a bot where the department manager expressed significant resistance, and that resistance
propagated through his department, resulting in the bot project failing. The manager consistently
lobbied senior leadership for additional personnel to meet the transactional need, and when leadership
responded by proposing an RPA implementation, the manager avoided working with the
implementation team which eventually resulted in the project cancellation. Employee fear was the
highest coded item in the Human Resources theme, and while the senior leadership believed the
manager would have been open to not only receiving the RPA technology to meet his transaction
volume needs, but also he would have had ownership over a potentially larger area of the business, the
manager perceived RPA as a threat to his span of control within the organization as he was not able to
add to his department’s personnel count, which was his primary objective.
A separate RPA Leader reflected the importance of selecting dedicated RPA developers:

I would tell them to only use full time developers. Don't think that you can take some
analyst and he's got an extra 10 hours a week and that he's going to be an RPA developer.
I think that we've wasted a lot of time trying to train people that just wanted to learn how
to do it and then never used it . And it was a complete waste of time.
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We used business people, financial people, math people, those kind of people. It
might have been better to use people that were computer programmers to begin with. I
think those people probably would have been faster learning it and using it. (F500 RPA
Leader)

The following statement emphasized the importance of a diverse team with both technologists
and accounting professionals and ensuring the right resources are available in the planning stages:

The developers are computer science backgrounds and they don't really understand
the debit and credit thing. So having some people on the team who can speak the
language is very important. (F500 RPA team)
I think if you already have a pretty strong internal I.T. team then... you know,
especially if you have an internal development team that has experience with developing
and implementing .... I think you already have a lot of the internal expertise, like you're
probably better off doing it yourself. But I would say on the other side, if you don't already
have an internal team, you're probably much better off using an experienced
implementation team from the company that you're going to get the bot from. (Logistics
firm CIO)
Conclusions
Four themes germinated from the coding of participant interview data: Human Resources –
People Impact, Technology, Financial Impact, and Business Processes. Within those themes came insight
to the initial questions of the drivers for RPA implementation, RPA implementation experiences, and
outcomes of RPA implementation. The data consistently reflected a firm’s initial drivers for RPA as
seeking to meet a growing operational demand as accounting transaction volume increased due to both
organic business growth and growth through business acquisition. The respondents stated the benefits
of meeting the additional volume without increasing personnel costs.
The lessons learned from participant firms’ implementation experiences reflected the need for
comprehensive process documentation, strong project management, and understanding employee fear
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of change. RPA bot programming follows the rules-based structure of a process, and incomplete process
documentation creates a risk of exceptions and unexpected outcomes. Project management risks were
reflected by participants who stated implementation success is dependent, in part, upon ensuring the
project is well-managed with a consistent complement of personnel that included technologists, project
managers, and accountants. Participants also reflected that employees report fear of change, and that
communicating the project goals and assuring employees the project would not endanger their
continuing employment was important for implementation success as clear employee communication
increased employee participation in the implementation process. While one firm measured outcomes in
terms of a return on investment from hours of personnel time replaced with an RPA bot, the outcomes
were primarily the lessons learned of the potential pitfalls of poorly managed implementation. RPA is an
emergent technology that promises to reduce costs while increasing organizational efficiency, and as
more firms implement RPA, additional future research opportunities will allow for understanding the
long-term benefits of RPA implementation.

Opportunities for Future Research
RPA is an emerging technology with expectations of significant contributions to cost savings and
organizational efficiency, but the academic literature is just beginning to emerge and there are
significant opportunities to study the impact on firms, especially employees in transactional roles, such
as management accounting. Further research will contribute to the scholarly literature by bringing to
light an understanding of how RPA compares to prior generations of mechanical automation in
manufacturing environments, how employees respond, and how firms can better prepare to manage
the continuing expansion of RPA in the management accounting workforce and other professional work
environments.
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This study provided some initial insight into the drivers, experiences, and outcomes of RPA
implementation. A qualitative approach lends itself to a relatively small sample size and while known
limits of a qualitative approach were previously discussed in this paper and elsewhere, the findings
presented here offer a direction for continued research. Employment fear was articulated from
employees at all levels from both participant firms, but the perspectives were different. While
leadership is focused on reducing non-value-added tasks, staff-level employees are fearful of job loss
and long-tenured employees may not be agreeable to shifting to new roles and learning new skills. A
larger scale study that helps quantify employment fear may help managers better prepare to message
RPA technology implementation to their organization. While return on investment was a commonly
stated measurement from the technology professionals in particular, RPA ROI measurement was
inconsistent in the participating firms and in the literature. While RPA vendor marketing collateral
advertises cost savings, there is limited insight into the ideal ROI calculation methodology or how to
create a consistent approach to ROI measurement across organizations. An improved and consistent ROI
methodology would help organizations better measure success of their RPA implementation.
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Chapter Three: The Management Accounting Profession’s View of Robotic Process Automation:
Current State and Impact on the Future

Introduction
Working professional management accountants, their managers, and their organizations are
being impacted by the continuing emergence of robotic process automation (“RPA”). Early proponents
of RPA and RPA implementation firms have adopted catchy slogans such as, “takes the robot out of the
human,” (Waters, 2018, p. 1) the sentiment reflects the intention to remove the image of the taskoriented repetitive robot actives, and free the professional workforce for more complex tasks requiring
judgment (Frankola, 2017). The Chapman University 2016 Survey of American Fears reported 16.6% of
participants responded a fear of computers replacing people in the workplace (2016). That fear
increased to 36.8 percent in 2019 (Chapman University, 2019), reflecting the population’s increased
awareness of the expansion of automation in the workplace and worker’s concern about the impact of
that expansion.
As automation technology continues to grow more robust, the automation resources will be
able to continue to increasingly replace more and more complex human tasks (Bolton, Machová,
Kovacova, & Valaskova, 2018). The accounting profession recognizes the continuing emergence of
automation and the profession is seeking to understand the impact and how to respond to this
technology emergence (Zhang, Dai, & Vasarhelyi, 2018). Young professionals face the risk of entering
the management accounting profession in a time of great technological change, and lacking adequate
university education to prepare them for the rapidly evolving technologies of the Fourth Industrial
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Revolution (Kruskopf et al., 2019). Correspondingly, mature workers face the adversity of retrofitting
their technology skills in a rapidly changing employment environment while also feeling the risk of a
younger, more technologically adept generation just behind them who seek to unseat them from their
job (Kruskopf et al., 2019). As an organization implements change, employees develop perceptions and
expectations about the change (Lau & Woodman, 1995). Assessing the perceptions of that change is key
to management understanding the degree of support for organizational change (Dunham, Grube,
Gardner, Cummings, & Pierce, 1989).
This study surveyed professional management accountants to seek their perceptions of how the
continuing expansion of RPA will impact their career and workplace. The survey elicited the perceptions
of management accountants who had experienced RPA or whose organizations were planning an RPA
implementation. The RPA survey of experienced management accountants provided insight into their
perceptions of the RPA implementation and its impact on their organization. The survey also included
questions for respondents who lacked prior knowledge of RPA. The survey provided a brief RPA
overview for those respondents in order to understand their perceptions of RPA and how they might
perceive an impending RPA implementation in their organization.
As an exploratory study, I did not have a basis for expecting the respondents’ rate of familiarity
or their perceptions of the potential benefits of RPA. It was interesting to note that approximately half
of the 153 respondents had a prior familiarity with RPA, and of those, 63% of the respondents have a
project either underway or a planned implementation. The respondents were overwhelmingly in favor
of RPA prior to implementation, and generally were in management roles. The study reflects a strong
and growing support for RPA and an appreciation for the potential for error reduction and cost savings
from the respondents, who again, were predominantly from executive and managerial roles.
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Literature Review
Researchers have noted that the success or failure of a new innovation is related to the
organization’s climate and the employees’ perceptions of fit for the organization (Klein & Sorra, 1996). A
fundamental challenge of successful technology implementation is to shift the employees’ behavior
(Klein & Sorra, 1996). Additionally, employee willingness to accept organizational change is a key factor
for successful change implementation (Magala, Frahm, & Brown, 2007). However, organizations often
make technology design decisions considering cost, time, and technology, without considering how
employees may react (Fisher & Howell, 2004). Employers have a goal to maintain productivity through
keeping employees happy and productive, but employees may react negatively to change when they
perceive a lack of support or empathy from their employer (Cullen et al., 2014). Employees grow
comfortable in a predictable environment, and the uncertainty of change leads to employee discomfort
in organizations (Magala et al., 2007). Some employees fear change as the uncertainty of change leads
to fear of job loss (Cullen et al., 2014). One of the long-standing major impediments to successful
technology implementation is user resistance (Ali, Zhou, Miller, & Ieromonachou, 2016). The potential
benefits of new technology implementation can be offset by employees’ unwillingness to embrace the
new technology (Davis, 1989).
Robotic Process Automation (“RPA”), a rules-based technology that mimics human work steps
designed to function in a high-volume, low-exception environment has continued to evolve in
commercial use (Aalst et al., 2018). RPA espouses cost reduction and improved efficiency with
technology that sits on top of existing applications and interacts with applications in the same process
steps as a human worker would (Aguirre & Rodriguez, 2017). A growing number of organizations are
investing in RPA to increase efficiency by reducing redundant tasks and shift personnel to higher valueadded tasks; however, organizations should not underestimate the effects of personnel failing to accept
bots in the workplace (Seasongood, 2016). The continuing evolution of RPA into the workforce will have
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extensive effects on employees and organizations that are difficult to anticipate (Borenstein, 2011).
Process automation should include careful planning and consideration of the impact upon employees
(Hickman & Swisher, 2020). The fundamental nature of an employee’s job may change. (Hickman &
Swisher, 2020). Furthermore, the effects of process automation will be felt broadly across the
organization, as business process tend to span beyond a single individual or department (Hickman &
Swisher, 2020). Business leaders need to understand the impact of RPA upon the workforce (Llewellyn
Evans, 2017). Researching employees’ perceptions of RPA will help managers understand and respond
to the workforce impact of RPA (Hofmann, Samp, & Urbach, 2020). Management accounting survey
research is valuable in providing a quantifiable mechanism to understanding relationships within the
research constructs, from which the researcher can draw generalizations (Lillis & Mundy, 2005). As
management accounting research has grown continuously since 1967, with management accounting
scholarly publications doubling every 11 years (Herschung, Mahlendorf, & Weber, 2018).

Research Method
The research is an exploratory study to understand management accountants’ perceptions of
the continuing emergence of RPA and the potential impact on the management accounting profession.
The study was sponsored in part by the Institute of Management Accountants (“IMA”). IMA is a global
professional association of management accountants with over 125,000 members located in 150
countries (Institute of Management Accountants, 2020). The author was awarded the IMA Doctoral
Scholars Grant, which provided research funding and access to IMA members for data collection. The
author prepared the RPA Management Accounting Survey instrument to solicit feedback from members
of the management accounting profession. The survey was launched with invitations issued to 5,000
members of the IMA, LinkedIn postings to several professional accounting groups, and Qualtrics . The
IMA sent a follow-up reminder email to the invited IMA members one week after the initial email. The
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author also engaged Qualtrics to provide professional management accountant respondents. The survey
instrument was presented online via a Qualtrics web application, and the survey instrument was
structured for both desktop computer users and handheld mobile devices.
Following the IRB disclosures and informed consent notification, the respondent was presented
a screening question which asked the respondent to select their profession from a series of options,
with short descriptions for each. Respondents who indicated management accounting as their
profession continued into the body of the survey, while others were exited from the survey instrument.
The survey instrument security was structured to prevent a respondent from re-entering the survey if
they initially did not select management accounting as their profession. Quality assurance measures for
the survey included the initial screening question to ensure the respondents initially reflected they were
members of the management accounting profession, checks for completeness, and excluding
respondents who completed the survey in a short time period, generally those were surveys completed
in less than one minute. Multiple attention check questions in the survey helped ensure respondents
were not randomly selecting responses.
The survey instrument structure included a series of branches. The respondent was first queried
for his or her general understanding of RPA. Respondents with a general understanding or experience
with RPA were branched into a series of questions that asked if the respondent had experienced a
previous RPA implementation or if one was currently in process or planning stages. The respondent was
then asked for his or her perceptions of the experience with RPA and the benefit or expected benefit to
their organization. If the respondent was not previously familiar with RPA, the survey instrument
presented a brief descriptive overview of RPA and then asked the respondent’s perceptions of the
potential benefit of RPA. The closing series of questions for all respondents asked demographic
questions about the individual and their organization. Other closing questions asked about the
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individual’s perceptions of their own status as an early adopter of new technology and their perceptions
of their organization’s status as an early adopter of new technology.

Findings
The initial respondent data was cleaned to remove respondents who were not employed in the
management accounting profession, incomplete responses, responses that were unrealistically short,
and responses that failed attention check questions. One hundred fifty-three responses were analyzed
for this study, and of those 77 respondents (50.33) reported having a general familiarity with RPA, and
76 respondents (49.67%) lacked a general familiarity with RPA (Table 17). While the results in Table 1 do
not shed light on where the respondents gained their RPA familiarity, the finding that half of
respondents indicated that they have some level of familiarity with an emergent technology is indicative
of RPA awareness rapidly expanding through the management accounting profession.
TABLE 17: General Familiarity with RPA
Response

Frequency

Percent

Yes

77

50.33

No

76

49.67

153

100.00

Total

Respondents with General Familiarly of RPA
The seventy-seven respondents who answered they have a general familiarity with RPA were
asked if their organization had an RPA implementation currently in progress or had previously
completed an RPA implementation; if they plan to implement RPA in the future; if their organization
considered RPA but do not plan to implement; or if their organization has never considered RPA. Table
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18 reflects that sixty-three percent of the respondents with a general familiarity of RPA have either an
active or completed RPA implementation 33 (42.86%) or have plans to implement RPA in the future at
their organization 30 (38.96%). The respondents’ feedback reflected an immense popularity of RPA and
an indicator of high likelihood of RPA continuing to expand and further impact the management
accounting profession. Only eight of the seventy-seven respondents who have a general familiarity with
RPA responded their organization considered RPA, but does not plan to implement. Six of the 77
respondents (7.79%) who indicated they are familiar with RPA reported their organization has never
considered RPA. The respondents who do not plan to implement or never considered RPA are a small
subset of the respondents, precluding formal statistical analyses of their responses. However, their
responses could provide insight into a future stream of research to understand why some firms eschew
RPA.
TABLE 18: Organization’s Experience with RPA
Status

Frequency

Percentage

RPA implementation in progress or
previously completed
Plan to implement in the future

33

42.86

30

38.96

Have considered, but do not plan to
implement
Never considered RPA

8

10.39

6

7.79

77

100.00

Total

Of the 63 respondents who reported their organization’s RPA experience was either a
completed implementation, in progress, or planned, the highest frequency, twenty-nine respondents,
reflecting 46.03% stated their organization was in the implementation planning phase (Table 19).
Another 17 respondents (26.98%) indicated their implementation was in progress, while three
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respondents were in testing and 14 of the 63 (22.22%) had completed and were live. With over 73
percent of respondents’ RPA projects in either the planning or implementation phase, we cannot
extrapolate how many of the projects will reach successful implementation or how many will fail to go
live. We did not test for RPA projects that were launched and later abandoned, which would also be an
interesting angle to explore in future research. We may alternatively interpret Table 3 as another sign of
the growing popularity of RPA with many new entrants into RPA usage.
TABLE 19: Status of RPA Implementation
Status

Frequency

Percentage

Planning Phase

29

46.03

Implementation in Progress (not yet
testing)
Testing Phase (not live)

17

26.98

3

4.76

Project completed (gone live)

14

22.22

Total

63

100.00

The 63 respondents with RPA familiarity were asked their level of support or opposition to their
RPA implementation prior to the implementation (Table 20). The respondents were presented a 5-point
Likert scale from 1 (strongly in favor) to 5 (strongly oppose). The response scale ranged from 1 to 3, as
the respondents indicated a strong favor for RPA prior to implementation, and no responses of
somewhat oppose RPA or strongly oppose RPA, and a standard deviation of 0.77. The results in Table 2
suggest that respondents came into their current project with pre-existing support for RPA. However, it
is not known if that support arose from their own research, sales collateral, professional associations or
other sources. The level of pre-existing support for RPA indicated in Table 20 would seem to provide
momentum toward a successful project implementation. It would also be interesting to identify RPA
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projects where participants were opposed prior to RPA implementation, their reasons for the preexisting opposition, and if their level of support or opposition changed following the project launch. A
project with pre-existing support may also have a greater likelihood of success than those with
embedded opposition from protect participants, and could contribute to the rate of success.
TABLE 20: Support for RPA Prior to Implementation
Support

Frequency

Percentage

Strongly in Favor

30

47.62

Somewhat in Favor

21

33.33

Neither support nor in Favor

12

19.05

Somewhat Oppose RPA

0

0.00

Strongly Oppose RPA

0

0.00

63

100.00

Total
Standard Deviation: 0.77

The 63 respondents who reported RPA planned, in progress, or completed, were generally in a
leadership role related to their RPA implementation or consideration of an RPA implementation, as 39 of
the 63 respondents, representing 61.91% of the total reflected they were in a leadership role. Only 11 of
the respondents (17.46%) reported they were in a staff or working supervisory role in the department
where RPA implementation occurred (Table 21). Individuals in leadership roles may be more likely to
have RPA familiarity than staff level personnel. Individual’s in leadership roles also have a more strategic
job function than staff level personnel in a transactional accounting function, and as such may support
RPA more than staff accountants, as accounting leadership would not be threatened by RPA. Although
this study did not explore that alignment, future research could seek to understand the alignment of a
respondent’s role to their support for RPA, as RPA implementation may have a greater likelihood of
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reduction in staff-level personnel. Individuals in leadership roles would be at less risk for job loss, and
thus may perceive less threat from RPA. Table 22 reflects the areas of the organization where
implementation occurred or is planned. Dummy variables were coded as the question asked the
respondent to select all functional areas to which their organization has implemented or planned to
implement RPA. The largest single area of planned or implemented RPA functions was accounts payable
at 57.14%. The second largest response was financial reporting with 44.44%) Budget, Human Resources,
and Performance Reporting were all relatively small areas of interest compared to Accounts Payable,
Accounts Receivable, General Accounting, and Financial Reporting. Accounts payable functions align well
with the key attributes of processes eligible for RPA implementation: high volume, low exceptions, and
subject to human errors. All businesses have accounts payable functions, and they are generally not a
value-added function of the business. In addition to the leading RPA service providers, several accounts
payable automation firms have expanded market share dramatically over the past several years, and
that growth appears to align with respondents’ selections in Table 22. Automated routing of vendor
invoices for approval and populating invoices in the general ledger are redundant high-volume AP tasks
that can be configured with relatively low exception rates as vendor invoices all have a very common
layout and structure. Accounts receivable was selected by 39.38% of respondents. Accounts receivable
functions such as matching customer bank deposits with the customer ledger and updating the vendor
ledger can be automated and allow firms to pivot employees from cash receipts and recording functions
to customer relationship management and related treasury functions such as cash collection activities
for key customers to better concentrate efforts on strategic cash management.

Table 21: Role Related to RPA Implementation or Consideration
Role

Frequency
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Percentage

Table 21 (continued)
Senior Leader (“Go” / “No Go” authority)

12

19.05

14

22.22

13

20.64

Working supervisor

6

9.52

Staff person in the department

5

7.94

Technology leader or technology staff
outside of the department where RPA was
implemented
Other

4

6.35

9

14.29

63

100.00

Management level above functional
department (i.e. VP with multiple
reporting departments)
Functional Manage of the department

Total

TABLE 22: Where has your organization implemented or plan to implement RPA?
Functional Area

Frequency

Percentage

Accounts Payable

36

57.14

Accounts Receivable

25

39.68

General Accounting

26

41.27

Financial Reporting

28

44.44

Performance Reporting

10

15.87

Budget

12

19.05

Payroll / Human Resources

12

19.05

5

7.94

63

100.00

Other
Total respondents used to calculate
percentage
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Table 23 reflects the respondents’ RPA knowledge prior to their implementation project ranged
from 1 (Not previously aware) to 7 (expert, able to teach RPA and lead projects). Only 6 of the
respondents with a general familiarity of RPA experience were not previously aware of RPA prior to
their current implementation, reflecting the majority of respondents who reported a general familiarly
with RPA also had prior knowledge of the topic before their current implementation. An additional 37 of
the 63 respondents (58.73%) with general familiarity of RPA reported a limited to strong awareness of
RPA, but no experience prior to the current implementation; reflecting a strong proportion of the
respondents already had prior insight into RPA technology even without prior RPA experience. The
respondents with general familiarity were also asked about their organization’s motivation to
implement RPA (Table 24). While cost savings is generally one of the main points advertised by RPA
implementation firms, it was the lowest reported motivation, 20 responses with 31.75% of the total.
Reducing errors (39 responses, 61.90%) was the highest response followed by support for growing client
demand and improving customer service, both with 29 responses of 63 (46.03%). Error reduction would
benefit firms by reducing re-work, reducing the risk of financial statement reporting error, and reducing
or preventing cash disbursement errors. While respondents also acknowledged cost savings by reducing
headcount or limiting future hiring, respondents may be less certain of the potential for the personnel
impact than the potential for error reduction.
TABLE 23: RPA Knowledge Prior to this Project
Status

Frequency

Percentage

Not previously aware of RPA

6

9.52

Limited about (have heard of)

16

25.40

Moderate awareness (have heard of and
count define)
Very aware, but no experience

11

17.47

10

15.87
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Table 23 (continued)
Very aware and some experience
Participated in significant RPA
implementation in the past
Expert, have taught or could teach others;
have led RPA implementation
Total

11

17.46

6

9.52

3

4.76

63

100.00

Standard Deviation: 1.69

TABLE 24 Organization’s Motivation to Implement RPA
Status

Frequency

Percentage

Cost savings by reducing headcount

20

31.75

Cost savings by reducing future hiring

28

44.44

Support for growing client demand

29

46.06

Reducing errors

39

61.90

Employee pivot to higher value-added
functions
Improve customer service

24

38.10

29

46.03

Increase transaction processing speed

29

46.03

0

0.00

63

100.00

Other
Percentage Based on Total Respondents

The 63 respondents with a general familiarity of RPA were asked to what extent they agreed
with a series of question prior to the implementation. The answers were recorded with a series of
questions on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Respondents were
moderately unconcerned about the job being eliminated dur to RPA ( x̅ = 3.19, s.d.=2.06), and in slight
agreement that they would have an opportunity to move to a different and more interesting jobs in
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their current organization (x̅ = 3.94, s.d.=1.79). There was a strong agreement that the respondents
would perform less mundane and repetitive tasks (x̅=5.12, s.d.=1.45) and their efficiency would increase
(x̅=5.67, s.d.=1.09). The last Likert scale question in the series asked the respondents if they were
optimistic prior to implementation. The respondents were overwhelmingly optimistic about RPA prior to
implementation (x̅=5.73, s.d.=0.99).
The prior series of questions inquired about the respondent’s perceptions of the impact of RPA
prior to implementation. The questions that follow seek to understand the perceptions and impact of
RPA post-implementation. Respondents were asked about their perceptions of how RPA would impact
their career (Table 25). Only one respondent indicated they were laid off from their organizations, and a
majority of the respondents whose project was completed stated that they continue to perform the
same job, and of those, 20.97% believe RPA will lead to new opportunities in their organization. RPArelated fear of job loss is a potential concern for employees; however, only 12.91% of respondents
reported any job loss as a result of RPA, and 32.26% actually reported an increase in personnel count
(Table 26). This is an opportunity for further research to understand if the increase in personnel was
related to organizational growth, and if the increase would have been larger, but was mitigated by RPA.
Error rates were reported to have decreased somewhat or dramatically by 40.32% of respondents (Table
27), which aligns to the expectations and promulgations of RPA implementation, and the preimplementation expectations of RPA respondents reported above. Table 28 reflects the frequency of bot
failure related to network or system updates. While 48.39% of the respondents indicated bot failure was
either too soon to tell or they are unaware of the failure rate, 24.2% reported rarely or never, and
27.42% of respondents reported monthly, weekly, or daily system events that caused bots to fail due to
network or system issues.
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TABLE 25 Do you now feel the RPA implementation will impact your career?
Response

Frequency

Percentage

It’s too early to tell

13

20.97

No changes. I perform the same job and
don’t expect it to change
Not yet, but I believe there will be new
opportunities for me
Yes. I have assumed a significantly
different role in my organization as a
result of RPA
Yes. I left or was laid off because of RPA

11

17.74

13

20.97

12

19.36

1

1.61

N/A. Implementation still in planning
phase or implementation phase
Total

12

19.36

62

100.00

TABLE 26 What was the effect of RPA on headcount?
Extent

Frequency

Headcount significantly increased

Percentage
9

14.52

Some headcount increase

11

17.74

Headcount approximately unchanged

13

20.97

Some headcount reduction

6

9.68

Significant headcount reduction

2

3.23

Too early to tell

7

11.29

14

22.58

62

100.00

Unknown. RPA in planning or
implementation phase.
Total

TABLE 27 What was the effect of RPA transaction error or exception rates?
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Table 27 (continued)
Effect

Frequency

Percentage

Errors increased dramatically

3

4.84

Errors increased somewhat

5

8.07

Errors are about the same

6

9.68

Errors decreased somewhat

11

17.74

Errors decreased dramatically

14

22.58

9

14.52

14

22.58

62

100.00

Unknown. Respondent is not personally
aware of error rates
N/A. Implementation is in planning phase
or implementation phase.
Total

TABLE 28 Awareness if network updates (Windows, Linux, etc.) or if server software has
caused the RPA bot to fail
Effect
Frequency
Percentage
Never

5

8.07

10

16.13

Occasionally (more than once a month)

8

12.90

Often (system updates cause weekly bot
failure)
Daily

7

11.29

2

3.23

25

40.32

5

8.07

62

100.00

Rarely (once a month or less)

Too soon to tell
Unknown
Total
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Organizations that considered but will not implement RPA
Eight respondents indicated their organization considered RPA but decided not to implement for
several reasons (Table 29). Table 29 reflects the single largest reason for not implementing RPA after
consideration was a lack of budget (5 respondents of 8), followed by a lack of technology resources and
the small size of their organization (4 respondents of 8). No single reason for not pursuing RPA standsout above all reasons given (Table 29). The respondents whose organization considered but did not
implement RPA were asked for their individual level of support or opposition of RPA on a five-point
Likert scale of 1 (strongly in favor) to 5 (strongly oppose) (Table 30). Four of the eight respondents were
either in favor or strongly favor, while the other four respondents were neutral, and no respondents of
organizations that considered and did not implement indicated opposition to RPA.
TABLE 29 Reasons Organization did not Implement RPA after Consideration
Reason

Frequency

Percentage

Lack of rules-based business processes

0

0.00

Lack of interest by accounting team

1

3.70

Lack of support by senior management

2

7.41

3

11.11

4

14.81

Lack of personnel capacity (too busy)

3

11.11

Lack of budget (cost to implement)

5

18.52

Lack of organizational knowledge about
benefits of RPA
Perceived detriment to employees (loss of
jobs)
Too small for RPA

3

11.11

1

3.70

4

14.81

Lack of perceived benefit from
performance improvement or cost
reduction
Lack of technical / IT resources
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Table 29 (continued)
Other
Total

1

3.70

27

100.00

TABLE 30 Level of Support or Opposition for RPA
Level of Support

Frequency

Percentage

Strongly in favor

1

12.50

Somewhat in favor

3

37.50

Neither support nor oppose

4

50.00

Somewhat oppose

0

0.00

Strongly oppose

0

0.00

Total

8

100.00

The survey asked the respondents who indicated their organization considered RPA, but did not
implement a series of Likert scale questions from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) about their
perceptions of a future RPA implementation. This group included only eight respondents. The eight
respondents were asked about their concern of a future layoff if their organization decided to pursue
RPA. The respondents generally indicated a lack of concern that RPA would cause their job to be
eliminated (x̅=2.88, s.d.=1.96). While the respondents were generally neutral that they would change
roles to a more interesting job in their organization (x̅=3.63, s.d.=1.69), they did indicate agreement that
RPA would lead to less mundane job tasks (x̅=5.38, s.d.=1.19) and they would become more efficient
(x̅=4.25, s.d.=1.70). The eight respondents also indicated they were generally optimistic about RPA
(x̅=4.88, s.d.=0.84).
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The eight respondents from organizations that did not previously pursue RPA were asked about
the circumstances under which they believe their organization would pursue RPA in the future (Table
31). While this is a very small subset of the respondents, the general sentiment was the need to control
costs associated with future growth by limiting hiring of new personnel, and a future need to reduce
transaction error rates. The respondents from different areas of the survey consistently reflected error
reduction as a highly ranked benefit of RPA.
TABLE 31 Future Circumstances Under Which RPA would be Considered
Circumstance

Frequency

Organizational growth that would require
additional personnel (increased
headcount)
Need to reduce transaction error rates

Percentage
5

21.74

5

21.74

Need to reduce personnel costs
(headcount reduction)
Need to decrease transaction cycle time

`2

8.70

4

17.39

Change in executive leadership

1

4.35

Change in department leadership

1

4.35

Available budget

5

21.74

Other

0

0.00

23

100.00

Total Responses

Organizations that never considered RPA
Unlike the prior section, which reported respondents from organizations that considered RPA,
but did not pursue RPA, six respondents reported their organization has never considered RPA. These six
respondents were first asked the top three reasons why their organization never considered RPA (Table
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32). The most frequent response was lack of perceived benefit of RPA, which received three responses.
The respondents were further asked under what circumstances they believe their organizing would
consider RPA in the future (Table 33). Three of the six respondents answered need to reduce personnel
cost would be a future consideration, while two individuals indicated a need to reduce error rates, and
other options received one response each.
The six respondents from organizations that have never considered RPA were asked in which
ways they believe RPA might benefit RPA in the future (Table 34). Four respondents indicated RPA
would improve transaction speed, and three indicated they did not believe RPA would benefit their
organization. The same six respondent who have a generally familiarly, and whose organization has
never considered RPA were asked where they believe RPA could provide the most benefit in their
organization. Three responded accounts payable, while two answered general accounting, and one
responded none (Table 35).
TABLE 32 Top Reasons the Organization has not Considered RPA
Reason

Frequency

Percentage

Lack of rules-based business processes

1

6.25

Lack of interest from accounting team

2

12.50

Lack of support from senior leadership

2

12.50

Lack of perceived benefit

3

18.75

Lack of technology resources

1

6.25

Lack of personnel capacity (too busy)

1

6.25

Lack of budget (cost to implement)

1

6.25

Perceived detriment to employees

2

12.50

Too small for RPA

2

12.50
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Other
Table 32 (continued)
Total Responses

1

6.25

16

100.00

TABLE 33 Future circumstances under which RPA would be considered
Circumstance

Frequency

Organizational growth that would require
additional personnel (increased
headcount)
Need to reduce transaction error rates

Percentage
1

10.00

2

20.00

Need to reduce personnel costs
(headcount reduction)
Change in executive leadership

3

30.00

1

10.00

Change in department leadership

1

10.00

Available budget

1

10.00

Other

1

10.00

10

100.00

Total Responses

TABLE 34 Ways in which RPA would provide the most benefit
Benefit

Frequency

Percentage

Improve customer service

0

0.00

Reduce error rates

3

20.00

Improve transaction speed

4

26.67

Cost reduction from employee headcount
reduction
Shift employees to other more valueadded functions
Shift employees to different, equivalent
roles

1

6.67

2

13.33

2

13.33
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None. I do not think RPA would benefit my
organization
Table 34 (continued)
Total Participants

3

20.00

6

100.00

TABLE 35 Where RPA would provide the most benefit
Area

Frequency

Percentage

Accounts payable

3

50.00

Accounts receivable

0

0.00

General accounting

2

33.33

Financial reporting

0

0.00

Performance reporting

0

0.00

Budget

0

0.00

Payroll / Human Resources

0

0.00

None

1

16.67

Other

0

0.00

Total Participants

6

100.00

Respondents lacking RPA familiarity
The 76 respondents who indicated at the beginning of the survey that they lacked a general
familiarity with RPA were presented with an introductory overview of RPA’s purpose and example
functionality. The 76 respondents lacking familiarity with RPA were then presented with a series of
seven-point Likert scaled questions from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) about various aspects
of RPA; a response of 4 represented a neutral position. The respondents lacking familiarity with RPA
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were first asked if they believe overall, RPA would benefit their organization. The respondents were in
slight agreement that overall RPA would benefit their organization (x̅=4.59, s.d.=1.73). Respondents
were in greater agreement with the expectation that RPA would reduce error rates (x̅=4.82, s.d.=1.45).
When asked if they would seek to transfer to a different job in their current company, respondents
generally disagreed (x̅=3.12, s.d.=1.82) indicating they would seek to remain in their role, and also
slightly disagreed that RPA would reduce promotion opportunities at their firm (x̅=3.54, s.d.=1.80). As
these prior questions reflected an overall lack of concern about RPA limiting their job growth or creating
a desire to change jobs was further enforced with the respondent’s disagreement that they might be
laid off from their company (=2.97, s.d.=1.93). However, as most respondents reported they were in a
leadership role, a non-transactional job function is perceived as being at lower risk to technological
unemployment. The respondents did reflect a slightly greater than neutral belief that RPA would lead to
layoffs in the organization (x̅=4.17, s.d.=1.85), indicating that, although they themselves felt secure in
their jobs, they felt that others may be at risk for job loss from RPA.
Respondents lacking previous RPA familiarity were then presented with another two questions
on a seven-point Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree); again, a response of 4
indicated a neutral position. Both questions asked if the respondent agreed that downsizing may
happen to other people. The first question asked if the respondent believed RPA may cause downsizing
in their own department or work group, and the responses were slightly above neutral (x̅=4.24,
s.d.=1.95). Responses to the question of layoffs in other departments were slightly below neutral
(x̅=3.91, s.d.=1.72). The relatively close answers of the layoff perceptions did not indicate a significant
difference between the potential of perceived layoffs from within the respondent’s own department
and potential for layoffs in other departments as a result of RPA implementation.
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General Demographics of Respondents and Closing Questions
One hundred forty-eight respondents provided their age, which ranged from 8 to 57, with a
mean of 30.60 years and a median of 29.50 years. I assumed any minor ages were accidentally entered
from a mobile device on the data entry scroll wheel. The respondents time in their current role ranged
from one year or less to a maximum of 45 years, with an average of 9.40 years for the 152 respondents
who chose to answer the question. Eighty-one of the respondents who reported gender were male and
71 were female, and one respondent chose not to answer.
Fifty-eight of 153 respondents (37.91%) reported their roles in a senior leadership role, either
C-suite or Controller, Director of Finance, and similar roles. Fifty-six respondents (36.60%) reported they
were employed in an accounting manager role, and 26 respondents (16.99%) reported they were in an
accounting staff role (Table 36). The largest respondent industries included professional services
(26.80%), manufacturing (16.99%), and retail, wholesale, distribution (7.84%) (Table 37). Other
industries were reported at 26.80% and primary included financial service and professional services by
the respondent’s descriptions. The survey instrument screened respondents for employment in a
management accounting role. I did not seek respondents from any specific industry nor prepare an
analysis of the participants’ industries; however, I can speculate on some of the industry concentration.
Professional services likely include banking, financial services firms, investment firms, and engineering.
As the instrument specifically screened for management accounting roles, I presume the screening
excluded external auditors, who are commonly categorized with professional services. The reader may
not also expect to see nearly 17% of respondents from manufacturing, as manufacturing employment
and output as a portion of US GDP has been in decline; however, there could be a secondary effect. The
impact of COVID-19 may have caused an increase in production in some manufacturing firms, such as
healthcare related products. Alternatively, a manufacturing interruption resulting from COVID-19 may
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have allowed management accountants in the manufacturing sector available time to respond to the
survey.
TABLE 36 Role in the Organization
Role

Frequency

Percentage

C-level

20

13.07

Controller / Director of Finance / VP

38

24.84

Accounting Manager

56

36.60

General Accounting Staff

26

16.99

Budget or Financial Reporting Staff

7

4.58

Technology Manager or Staff

1

0.65

Client facing

0

0.00

Other

5

3.27

153

100.00

Total

Table 37 Industry
Role

Frequency

Percentage

Agriculture

3

1.96

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation

1

0.65

Construction

9

5.88

Education

6

3.92

Government

5

3.27

Hospital and Healthcare

7

4.58

Hospitality

3

1.91
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Table 37 (continued)
Non-profit, Social Services

0

0.00

Manufacturing

26

16.99

Professional Services

41

26.80

Retail, Wholesale, Distribution

12

7.84

Technology and Telecommunication

9

5.88

Transportation

5

3.27

Other

26

16.99

Total

153

100.00

All respondents were asked their own practices for purchasing new technology on a five-point
Likert scale from 1 (early adopter) to 5 (late adopter). Sixty-four of 153 respondents (41.83%) reported
they were personally early adopters or innovators, while 57 respondents, 37.26% were average, and 32
respondents (52.95%) were delayed or late adopters (Table 38). The respondents were further asked
about their observations of their organization’s adoption of new technology. Fifty-five respondents
(35.95%) felt their organization was an early adopter or earlier than average, while 57 respondents
(37.26%) reported their organization was about average, and 32 respondents (20.92%) reported their
organization was delayed or a late adopter of new technology (Table 39). As Table 40 below reflects,
respondents are employed in a range of corporate sizes. The number of individuals who report to the
respondent is reflected in Table 41. Forty-two respondents (27.45%) are individual contributors, and
another 42 respondents have one to five total reports. 55% of the total respondents have five or less
total reports or are individual contributors at their organization. The respondent’s firm’s total number of
employees were somewhat evenly distributed across firms from small to large as reflected in Table 40.
The distribution of employees leads me to conclude the insights into RPA and appetite to pursue RPA
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are not necessarily limited to large firms with significant available cash to invest in technology initiatives,
but that firms of many sizes perceive the benefit of RPA. This leads me to also believe that firms
recognize the benefits of a technology-based, hosted subscription service like RPA. A deeper dive into
the size of firms that considered compared to firms that did not pursue RPA would provide interesting
insight into how the size of a firm and if larger firms have more available cash for technology
investment, or perhaps smaller firms are able to respond more quickly to adopt emerging technology.
Table 38 Purchasing your own technology
Level of Adoption

Frequency

Percentage

Early adopter

32

20.92

Innovator

32

20.92

About average

57

37.26

Delayed

24

15.69

8

5.23

153

100.00

Late adopter
Total

Table 39 Organization’s Adoption of New Technology
Level of Adoption

Frequency

Percentage

Early adopter

26

16.99

Ahead of the curve

29

18.95

About average

57

37.26

Slightly behind

30

19.61

Laggard

11

7.19

153

100.00

Total
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TABLE 40 Number of Employees
Number of Employees

Frequency

Percentage

1 – 50

30

19.61

51 – 100

18

11.77

101 – 500

33

21.57

501 – 1,000

20

13.07

1,001 – 5,000

25

16.34

More than 5,000

27

17.65

153

100.00

Total

Total Reports, including Direct Reports and Individuals who Report up to You
Number

Frequency

Percentage

0 – Individual Contributor

42

27.45

1–5

42

27.45

6 – 10

18

11.77

11 – 20

10

6.54

21 – 50

19

12.42

51 – 75

5

3.27

76 – 100

7

4.58

10

6.54

153

100.00

101 or more
Total
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Discussion
It was interesting to note that approximately half of the 153 respondents had a general
familiarity with RPA, they had either an understanding or previous experience with an RPA
implementation. Of the half familiar with RPA, 42.86% had an RPA implementation in progress or
completed, and another 38.96% have a planned RPA implementation. Only eight respondents indicated
they had considered RPA and do not plan to implement, and six have never considered RPA. Of the 63
respondents with an RPA implementation planned, in progress, or completed, 61.91% reported they
were in a leadership role, such as C-level, Controller / VP, or Accounting Manager. Table 4 reflects
80.95% of the experienced respondents are in favor or strongly in favor of RPA, while 19.05% are neutral
toward RPA and no respondents reflected any level of opposition. As the respondents were primarily
employed in leadership roles, where they may have a reduced perception of their job being replaced by
a bot, they may have less opposition to RPA implementation than a staff-level accountant.
In addition to the established RPA implementation firms such as BluePrism and UIPath,
Microsoft’s automation tool is growing in popularity. Additionally, several smaller firms focusing on
procure-to-pay (“P2P”) have grown in market share over the past few years, such as MineralTree,
Stampli, and Beanworks. Concur is also a long-established expense processing provider that has
enhanced their software and now ports data to the general ledger where entries are populated in the
accounts payable module via automation. This presence in the P2P space and the relative
standardization of vendor invoice structure may have contributed to accounts payable reported as the
functional area where firms most frequently reported planned or completed RPA implementation.
Respondents reflected their organization’s motivation as a desire to reduce errors. While increased
efficiency has been a consistent RPA advertising focus, cost savings is usually advertised as a key
attribute of RPA, yet reducing headcount was 10.10% and reducing future hiring was 14.14% of the
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motivations reported, which are relatively small proportions in comparison to the reported objective of
error reduction.
While respondents with RPA experience reported their primary motivation for RPA was to
reduce errors, and 40.32% of respondents reported error rates decreased somewhat or dramatically
reflecting an alignment of objectives to outcomes for a majority of the RPA implementations. A future
RPA satisfaction survey that explored a larger sample of firms that completed RPA implementation and
more deeply explores the comparisons of specific expectations to outcomes would provide
opportunities to further explore this question. Over twenty-seven percent of respondents reported
monthly, weekly, or daily network or system events that cause RPA bot failure. This study did not
explore the depth, length, or impact of those bot failures, which could range from brief interruptions to
major process failures. A future study of the source of network or system events that caused bot failure
and the impact would provide insight into how to mitigate the risk of business interruption from
network events.
While only eight respondents reported that their organization considered, but did not
implement RPA, it was interesting to note that none of the respondents stated an opposition to RPA, but
reported the primary reason for not pursing RPA was budget limitations. Five of the eight respondents
from organizations that considered but did not implement RPA were form firms with 100 employees or
less. Of the six respondents who were familiar with RPA, but reported their organization never
considered RPA, the primary reason, as reported by three respondents, was a lack of perceived benefit.
While the six respondents may not be statistically significant, a future research opportunity may lead
toward gaining deeper insight to the perceptions of RPA for organizations that have elected to not to
pursue RPA after investigation RPA technology. Three of the same six respondents whose organization
considered and did not pursue RPA stated that a future circumstance that might cause them to consider
RPA again would be a need to reduce personnel costs, reflected by three of the six respondents. Three
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of the six respondents who reflected they have familiarity with RPA, but their organization has never
considered RPA were from organizations of 100 employees or less. Two were from organizations of 501
to 1,000 employees, and one from an organization of greater than 5,000 employees.
The 76 respondents who lacked a general familiarity with RPA were presented with an
introductory overview of RPA and 55.26% reported they believe RPA would benefit their organization,
and 68.42% of respondents in agreement that RPA would help to reduce errors in their own work
processes . Over fifty-six percent of those respondents did not believe RPA would cause them to transfer
to a different job and 21.05% were neutral while 22.38% believed they would transfer to a different job
in their company. Over fifty-three percent of respondents who were not previously familiar with RPA
believe there might be layoffs in their company and 23.69% of the respondents not previously familiar
with RPA reported they believed they might be laid off as a result of RPA. Future research streams could
incorporate seeking to better understand how organizations can specifically communicate RPA
implementation plans to their employees. . An employee’s fear of job loss may lead to operational
disruptions for an organization, as employees are distracted from their job functions. Employees may
also seek other job opportunities, perhaps needlessly so, as a result of poor management
communication and poor project planning. Project planning that includes a well-structured employee
communication plan may help mitigate the risk of operational disruptions and employee resignations
that reduce firm productivity.

Opportunities for Future Research
Future research could further delve into the comparison between staff level and leadership
accounting roles to better understand the comparisons between those two roles specifically and help
bridge any gap that may exist between leadership expectations of staff perceptions and actual
perceptions of staff accountants. Accounting education is a dynamic field that continues to evolve to
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meet the demands of employers and industry. We see the changes in accounting education in the last
few years as data analytics programs have grown from individual courses to entire degree programs and
organizations like the American Accounting Association grapple with how analytics education should be
incorporated into the accounting education curriculum. The continuing expansion of RPA will no doubt
be another consideration for accounting educators. Accounting practitioners have historically grown in
their careers from elementary transactional functions into leadership functions and roles such as
auditors where the accounting professional can reflect upon years of experience in transactional roles to
resolve more complex financial reporting and auditing problem solving. As RPA replaces more of the
transactional roles historically part of the entry-level and early career accounting function, future
research may investigate how eliminating those early career steps my impact the professional
accountant’s future career path.
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